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This investigation was undertaken to determine the feasibility 
of using a computer system to control the position of a focused 
ion beam on a target.
A Van de Graaff generator, with a capability of 2 MV., was 
used to supply a beam of protons at a current of approximately 
100 nA.
To obtain results in the short time available the beam
position sensing was crude, comprising a 10 by 10 wire array over 
2an area of 1 cm. , and all beam movement was completely derived 
from the computer.
The overall system proved workable and simple patterns could 
be drawn on the wire grid.
The main problems proved to be beam energy and current 
stability, which were outside the scope of this investigation, 
which greatly affected the accuracy of the beam positioning.
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PREFACE
At the beginning of this project it was necessary to construct 
much of the basic equipment required for use of the ion beam.
The existing equipment consisted of the Van de Graaff 
accelerator, with its vacuum system and control console,and the 
analysing magnet with its power supply. Approximately one foot of 
beam line protruded from the magnet, to which I had to attach my 
equipment.
The basic equipment, some of which was constructed by the 
engineering workshop and the rest by myself, consisted of ;
a) Two vacuum pumping systems together with their adjustable 
support framework, control gear and vacuum measuring 
instruments,
b) Several sections of free flight beam line,
c) An adjustable beam line support.
The above equipment had to be manufactured, assembled and 
tested before any experimentation could begin.
In addition to this other pieces of specialised equipment had 
to be constructed by myself and these are described within this thesis.
The original beam line was erected in a temporary accelerator 
laboratory, which was remote from the university campus. The 
accelerator was moved, shortly after experimentation had begun, to a 
new laboratory within the campus which necessitated many changes in 
the beam line and its supports, together with the vacuum system 
frames.
The aim of this project was to investigate the problems 
associated with using a focused ion beam to 1write* on the surface 
of a target.
To use an ion beam for this purpose the main beam parameters 
must be closely controlled, in this case by a computer. The main 
beam parameters can be defined as energy, current, focus and 
position on the target.
The ion beam energy was already controlled on the accelerator 
to be used. Also several other people were using the accelerator 
for established experiments so no attempt was made to investigate 
means of current control•
As will be explained later control of ion beam current and 
focus was not attempted due to a time limitation on the project. 
These two parameters could, however, be changed manually and 
easily monitored.
This thesis will discuss the problems and achievments of this 
investigation together with suggested improvements and areas for 
future investigation.
1.1 The Need for Focused Ion Beams
Before discussing the work involved in this project it would
be beneficial to discuss the reason for attempting to *write1 with
focused ion beams.
The main process used today for producing general purpose
transistors is the planar process. In this process the active
areas in the basic piece of semiconductor material are created
by reactions at the surface of the material.
The sequence of events employed to produce a transistor are
shown in figure 1,1. For this example an npn silicon transistor - 
1is to be produced.
A piece of n type silicon, usually refered to as a slice, 
is taken and cleaned’, under very stringent conditions, and is 
then heated in a pure oxygen atmosphere so that a layer of 
silicon oxide is formed over the whole of the slice. This is 
shown in figure 1.1 (b). The top surface of the slice is now 
coated with a photosensitive etchant resistant material, or 
photoresist. The photoresist is covered with a mask, this will
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Figure 1.1 The steps used in the construction of a 
planar transistor.
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light source. The mask allows the light to fall on the photoresist 
only in certain selected areas. The photoresist that is exposed 
to light becomes hard and is not easily removed. Thus when the 
slice is washed the unexposed regions of the resist are removed 
and the exposed regions remain behind. This process forms holes 
or windows in the resist coating. The slice is baked to further 
harden the resist and then the top surface is etched with an acid 
solution. This does not affect the resist but removes the silicon 
oxide exposed in the windows. When the oxide has been removed the 
remaining photoresist is stripped from the slice chemically.
The slice is cleaned thoroughly again and placed in an oven 
together with a little of the required p type doping additive, 
usually boron. The additive evaporates and some settles in the 
windows of exposed silicon. The slice is now transferred to a 
hotter oven with an oxygen atmosphere, and the additive driven into 
the silicon to the required depth. At the same time another 
oxide layer is formed over the slice, including the windows. The 
base region has thus been formed and the emitter region must now 
be defined. .
A similar process of photoresist, mask and exposure to 
ultraviolet light is used to produce a new set of windows, with 
a different mask of course. The cleaning, diffusion and oxidation 
processes are repeated to form the emitter region but the doping 
additive is now phosphorous, to produce a n type region.
The next step is to attach the leads to the slice to enable 
the transistor to be used in a circuit.
The photoresist and mask technique is again used to produce 
windows over the base and emitter regions. The slice is placed 
in a vacuum and aluminium deposited over the slice. The slice is 
removed from the vacuum and a fourth stage of photoresist, mask 
and etching is used to remove the aluminium from all areas except 
the base and emitter regions.
The oxide layer is removed from the rear surface of the slice 
and this becomes the collector connection. The slice is bonded to 
a gold plated header and gold, or aluminium, wires are bonded to 
the aluminium film on the base and emitter regions. These wires 
are attached to the leads emerging from the header.
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jrinajLiy xne slice is. coverea oy a metal can containing an 
inert atmosphere, or "by a plastic encapsulation, to protect it 
from moisture and chemicals in the atmosphere and the transistor 
is complete. ‘ *
As can be seen the complete process passes through many stages 
and uses four masks, which have to be aligned accurately to ensure 
registration of the active areas and connecting pads.
Integrated circuits are used extensively today and these 
employ hundreds or even thousands of transistors, usually of much 
smaller area than a single general purpose transistor. Also 
several metal interconnection layers may be employed to complete 
the circuit.
Thus the registration problems are increased and more masks 
may be needed. If a focused ion beam could be used to 'write* a 
pattern on the silicon to produce active areas, or for some 
applications insulating areas, then the photoresist, exposure 
and diffusion steps could be eliminated and masks would not be 
needed.
Thus the whole process could be simplified which would result 
in quicker throughput of devices and hence cheaper devices.
1*2 The Advantages and Disadvantages of Ion Implantation
The preceding section has outlined the processes and problems 
involved in producing an active device using diffusion techniques.
Ion implantation has been proposed as a method for easing the 
problems and reducing the processing steps used to produce an 
active device. This chapter will discuss the advantages and 
possible disadvantages of using an ion implantation technique.
First consider the case where ion implantation directly 
replaces the diffusion process. Figure 1.2 (a) shows diagrammat- 
ically the result of diffusing a dopant substance into a silicon 
slice. As can be seen the dopant is distributed non uniformly throughout 
the diffused region. Also note that some undercutting has 
occured with some dopant actually under the oxide at the edge 
of the window.
Figure 1.2 (b) shows the result of ion.implantation. Here a 
diffuse beam has been used with a metalic mask between the beam 
and the silicon slice. It can be seen that a much more uniform
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Figure 1.2 Pictorial comparison of impurities present in the 
semiconductor material after (a) diffusion and 
(b) ion implantation.
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no undercutting'. What is not shown in the diagram is the controlled 
penetration depth of the impurity atoms and the distribution of 
these atoms. Both these functions are defined very accurately by 
the energy of the ion beam and the dose of impurity atoms used.
Note also there is no window in the oxide layer because the 
dopant ions can be forced through the thin oxide layer. Thus the 
window etching step in the diffusion process has been removed.
Instead of the metallic mask a photoresist mask could be 
used, on the surface of the slice, since a thick photoresist 
will stop the beam.
After implantation an annealing process must be used to 
repair the surface damage suffered by the slice due to the ion 
beam bombardment.
Thus it can be seen that ion implantation has advantages 
over the planar process by reducing the number of steps needed to 
produce an active device and better control of device construction. 
Ion implantation does, however, need the final annealing process 
’ and more costly, bulky equipment requiring skilled operators.
1.3 The Present Situation
Several manufacturers in Britain , America and Japan are using 
ion implantation techniques in producing complete devices. They 
are concentrating mainly on MOS devices which can greatly benefit 
from the improved registration and doping profile obtained from 
ion implantation. Use of ion implantation has resulted in a 
proliferation of MOS devices which can be used in digital 
circuits as a direct replacement for TTL devices, and operate at 
the same voltage levels. This leads to a vast decrease in power 
consumption and an improvement in noise immunity.
At present these manufacturers are using a wide ion beam to 
flood the semiconductor slice and interpose some form of mask.
Ion beam ’writing* techniques are being investigated by these 
manufacturers but as yet no viable system has been produced.
1.4 The Proposed Investigation
The equipment in use at Surrey university consists of a 2 MeV 
Van de Graaff accelerator capable ‘of producing beams of protons, 
or ions of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon or helium. It was decided to
- 7 -
use the proton beam initially because this is composed of the 
lightest ions and hence is the easiest to manipulate.
■ The accelerator has its own closed loop energy control system 
and to some extent beam current control. Thus the two parameters 
left for investigation were beam focus and position.
The final aim of the project was to use a digital computer 
to control all the beam parameters and to generate the required 
pattern on the surface of the semiconductor slice. Since two 
parameters were, already controlled on the Van de Graaff generator 
and considering the time limitation for the investigation initially 
only the beam position was to be controlled by the computer with 
the other parameters monitored and adjustable.
Since the pattern to be ‘written* was to be stored in a 
digital form within the computer it seemed sensible to use the 
computer to convert the required pattern into digital form. 
Therefore methods for achieving this were also examined.
-  8 -
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The basic plant consists of all the hardware necessary to 
produce and use the beam of charged particles.
2.1 Basic Plant Components.
The basic plant consists of a Van de Graaff generator, 
constructed by High Voltage Engineering, capable of generating 
2 MV. and containing an ion source and accelerating tube. This 
delivers an ion beam directly to an analysing electromagnet which 
has five exit ports.
The Van de Graaff generator is enclosed within a steel pressure 
vessel which contains a mixture of dry nitrogen and carbon dioxide 
at a pressure of 400 P.S.I. for insulating purposes.
Two small gas bottles are linked to the ion source via 
externally controlled bleed valves. One bottle contains hydrogen 
and the other helium. Thus it is possible to obtain a proton beam 
from the hydrogen or a beam of alpha particles from the helium.
The nitrogen-carbon dioxide mixture can also be bled into the 
source to produce beams of nitrogen, carbon and oxygen ions.
Each plant component will now be discussed in detail.
2.1.1 The Van de Graaff Generator
This is a device capable of producing very large constant 
value voltages. It operates by collecting charge on a conducting 
surface, which also acts as the output terminal. Figure 2.1 is a 
schematic diagram showing the essential working parts of the 
generator.
A non conductive belt runs between two pulleys and is driven 
by an electric motor. A metal comb is in light contact with the 
belt near the bottom pulley and is attached to a conventional 
voltage source, which in this case is about 40 KV. An electrostatic 
charge is transferred to the surface of the belt immediately 
beneath the comb. However, since the belt is moving this small 
area of charge moves towards the top pulley. Since another portion 
of the belt is now under the comb this too becomes charged. Thus 
electrostatic charge is transferred from the bottom pulley to the 
top pulley continuously.
Close to the top pulley there is another comb in light contact
- 9 -
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Figure 2.2 Equivalent circuit of a Van de Graaff generator
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which is commonly called the * top terminal** This second comb 
collects the, charge on. the belt and transfers it to the top 
terminal. Thus the potential difference between the top terminal 
and the ground plane, which is connected to the other side of the 
voltage source at the bottom pulley, is increased. Since there is 
a continuous movement of charge to the top terminal the voltage 
at the terminal gradually increases.
This increase in voltage does not go on indefinitely as in 
.practice there is a leakage current between the top terminal and 
the ground plane, as is explained in the section on the accelerating 
tube. Thus at a given voltage an equilibrium state exists where 
the leakage current is equal to the current supplied by the 
transfer of charge up the belt.
Control of the top terminal voltage is partly accomplished 
by changing the amount of charge placed on the belt, by changing 
the voltage applied to the bottom pulley comb. Since the belt is 
travelling slowly, at about 10 revolutions per second, this 
control system can only handle slow changes in the top terminal 
voltage. This is because there is a delay of approximately 1/20 
second between any change in the voltage source and this change 
reaching the top terminal.
Faster changes are handled by a second control system which 
comprises a control electrode placed near the top terminal. A 
current is caused to flow continuously between the top terminal 
and this electrode, usually in the order of 50 /iA. By controlling 
this current any fluctuations in the voltage at the top terminal 
can be compensated quickly.
— Consider figure 2.2 which shows,an equivalent circuit for 
the Van de Graaff generator. A constant current, I, is supplied 
to the top terminal, which is represented by the capacitor C. The 
resistor represents the leakage paths from the top terminal to 
ground. If the system is in equilibrium with the terminal at a 
voltage V then I will be zero and
° i = I, + 1 + 11 e o
Now consider the case when Iq suddenly increases due to some 
change in the load; this will cause to increase and since I is 
constant current will be drawn from the capacitor C and cause V^.
- 11 -
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trie3 to fall the ..control system will sense this and reduce the
value of Ig Thus the increase in I is compensated by a decrease
in I and V, is held constant.6 X *
This results in a stability figure of + 40 KV. at the 
maximum voltage of 2 MV., as quoted by the manufacturer.
An external control loop is also used to increase the stability 
further. Consider figure 2.3 where an ion beam is shown emerging 
from the Van de Graaff accelerator and passing through the 
analysing magnet, where it is deflected, and passes between a 
pair of probes.
If the field of the analysing-magnet is kept constant then 
the angle through which the beam is deflected is dependent upon 
its energy. If the Van de Graaff voltage is constant the,?beam 
passes through the centre of ihe probes, or slit as it is 
commonly called. Now if the Van de Graaff voltage changes the angle
of deflection of the beam through the analysing magnet changes.
This causes the beam to fall more on one probe than the other which
can be detected and a signal fed back to the Van de Graaff and
used to correct the terminal voltage.
Using this method a stability of + 2 KV. can be achieved.
2.1.2 The Ion Source
The ion source consists of a thick glass vessel shaped like 
a iiest i;ube, this is termed the 1 bottle1, which is evacuated via 
an associated vacuum system. Figure 2.4 shows a sectional view 
of the source. .
A small amount of gas is bled into the source and an intense 
radio frequency field is applied to the gas via two electrodes
arranged around the outside of the glass bottle.
This causes the gas to become ionised and a plasma cloud is 
formed within the bottle and held centrally by permanent magnets 
arranged around the glass bottle. These are not shown in figure
2.4 for clarity.
A tube, referred to as the canal, protrudes from the face 
plate and penetrates the edge of the plasma cloud. A voltage is 
applied between the face plate, and .hence the canal, and an 
electrode at the rear of the bottle. This causes ions to be
Analysing
Magnet
Ion Beam 
\
Slits
Stabilising
yan de Graaff
Target
<
Chamber
Circuit
Figure 2,3 Ion beam energy stabilisation schematic.
Ion
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Probe -
■ v / / \ Z / / / / / / / / M / / / / / , Electrode
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Figure 2,4 The ion beam source.
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extracted from the plasma cloud and into the canal,
A glass shield, v/ith openings around the edge for evacuation 
purposes, is held between the rear electrode and the plasma cloud 
to prevent backstrearning electrons eroding the electrode.
The number of ions extracted from the plasma cloud, and hence 
the ion beam current, is dependent upon the value of voltage 
between the face plate and the rear probe electrode. Hence the 
value of the beam current is determined by, and can be controlled 
by, this voltage.
The mechanisms for bleeding gas into the source are of two 
forms. For the hydrogen gas a palladium leak is used, A property 
of palladium is that it becomes porous to hydrogen, and only 
— hydrogenr when heated. In the generator the hydrogen is passed 
into a tube of palladium, which is then heated, and the hydrogen 
— passes-through dhe-palladium into the ion . source.
By varying the heat applied to the palladium the amount of 
hydrogen gas entering the ion source can be controlled. When the 
palladium is cold no gas enters the ion source.
The..second type of gas leak is in the form of a ball and cup
valve, and is used for helium and the tank gas. The cup has a 
hole in the centre which is usually blocked by the ball. This is
held in the cup by a metal shaft which is enclosed by a heater.
When the shaft is heated it shrinks and the ball moves away from
the cup and unblocks the hole. Gas can thus flow around the ball
and into the ion source. Again by controlling the amount of heat
the rate of gas flow can controlled.
2.1.3 The Accelerating Tube.
The accelerator tube-is used to accelerate the ions extracted 
from the ion source to an energy determined by the top terminal 
voltage. Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of this device.
It consists of alternating sections of circular quartz 
insulators and ring electrodes.
The first electrode in the tube is specially shaped and is* 
used to focus the ion beam to ensure that it will pass through 
the accelerating tube without striking any of the electrodes.
Multiple electrodes are used for accelerating the ion beam.
- 14 -
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sections of comparatively small electric fields* The voltage of 
each electrode is determined by a resistive divider chain placed 
between the top terminal and the ground plate, as .shown in figure 
2*5* Each resistor has a value of 2000 Megohms and is protected 
by a spark gap.
The focus electrode has its own independent voltage supply 
which can be varied between zero and 50 KV.
2.1.4-The Analysing Magnet
The analysing magnet is an electromagnet with specially 
shaped pole pieces and is fed from.a highly stable constant current 
power supply.
Figure 2.6 shows a view from the top of the magnet including 
the set of evacuated *tubes passing through the centre of the 
magnet.
Five exit ports are available from the magnet. The straight 
through port has no beam selection properties and in practice is 
not used.
The other four exit ports are arranged symmetrically about 
-the centre line of the magnet. One pair of ports are arranged at 
15° from the centre line and the othbr.pair at 22J°.
When in use the magnet is set to produce the required ion 
beam through whichever port has an experiment attached.
With the chosen beam emerging from the correct exit port any 
other particle beam present will be bent through a different 
angle in the magnet and will not emerge from the port in use.
Thus the magnet is used to select the required ion beam.
~2.2 The Performance of the Basic Plant
The previous sections have dealt with the operation and 
construction of the various components of the basic plant, and now 
the performance of the plant will be discussed.
There are two.main areas of importance which bear directly on 
this investigation and these are beam shape and energy stability.
The former affects the degree of focus obtainable at the 
target and. the latter the accuracy of the beam position at the 
target.
- 16 -
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The ion source produces an ion beam of circular cross section
2 3with a gaussian distribution of beam intensity, * Since the 
focusing electrode and accelerating electrodes are also circular 
no beam deformation occurs in this section. It is however 
converging due to the effect of the focusing electrode.
After acceleration the beam enters the analysing magnet where 
it is deflected. There is however an unfortunate side effect 
because the analysing magnet also focuses the beam in the 
horizontal plane.^
Therefore after the magnet the beam has an elliptical cross 
section. This effect is shown in figure 2.7» which also shows the 
focal point occurring before the magnet but in practice this can 
ocuur anywhere along the beam axis and is dependent upon the 
— setting of the ATande Graaff focus control. This does not, however, 
change the condition of the beam after the magnet it merely 
changes the size and shape of the ellipse.
This can be compensated by placing a set of apertures in the 
-flight tube after the magnet such that the beam shape is.defined 
by the shape of the apertures. A disadvantage of this method is 
that much of the beam is lost due to its dispersive nature.
To maximise the beam current falling on the target a mixture 
of focus adjustment and partial beam blocking was used for this 
investigation.
2.2.2 Beam Movement Due to Energy Change
The angle through which the beam is deflected by the analysing 
magnet is dependent upon the beam energy. Hence any change in 
"beam energy causes a corresponding change in beam position at the 
target.
With the feedback control system for energy stabilisation 
described earlier, in section 2.1.1, the stability figure of 
+ 2KV. could be achieved which produces a displacement at the 
target of + 1.18mm for the dimensions of the plant. This figure 
is derived in appendix I.
This was judged acceptable for an initial approach to this 
investigation. ' ■ *
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Figure 2.8 shows the general layout of the equipment added to
the "basic plant, after the analysing magnet, for this investigation.
Working from the magnet towards the target chamber the first
piece of equipment encountered is an automatic gate valve. This is
arranged to seal automatically the experimental beam line from
the magnet and the Van de Graaff if the pressure in the beam line 
-5rises above 10 torr. The pressure sensor is placed at the target
end of the beam line to ensure a rapid response.
Next in the beam line comes a 2' inch pumping station, which
consists of a 100 litre/min. piston pump and a 2 inch oil diffusion
pump. Penning and Pirani guages monitor the pressure in the beam
line. The two gauges are needed to cover the range of pressures
—8from atmospheric to 10 torr. The Penning gauge handles the 
higher vacuums and the Pirani the lower.
Two pairs of opposed beam sensors, refered to as slits, are 
next in the beam line with one pair in the vertical plane and the 
other in the horizontal plane. The horizontal slits are used in the 
energy stabilisation system of the Van de Graaff generator and 
the vertical slits used to limit the vertical beam spread at the 
target.
A viewing window is placed just after the slits. This has the 
provision for placing a piece of quartz in the path of the beam, 
which has the property of fluorescingjwhen struck by the beam.
Thus by observing this through a glass cover in the beam line the 
position and size of the beam can be determined,
A three element quadrupole focusing arrangement is next in 
the beam line and the design and construction of this will be 
dicsussed in a later section.
Following the focusing element is a deflection system 
comprising two pairs of parallel plates. These are described later.
A hand operated gate valve follows the deflection system so 
that the target chamber can be sealed from the beam line. This # 
enables the target chamber to be opened, so that samples can be 
changed, while the beam line is evacuated. This .also speeds the 
pumping down process after a sample change.
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Tne Deam line is xerminaxea m  xne xargex cnamDer. this 
consists of a cylinder 12 inches in'diameter and 11 inches high, 
and contains the beam detector assembly and a beam viewing device.
A 4 inch vacuum pumpipg system is attached to the target 
chamber and consists of a 150 litre/min rotary pump and a 4 inch 
oil diffusion pump. Penning and Pirani gauges are used to monitor
the pressure in the target chamber.
The beam detector mounting arrangement is worth mentioning. 
When the overall system hardware was being designed the shape of 
the beam detector was undecided and so the configuration shown in 
figure 2,9 was adopted. This is basically a miniature four jaw 
chuck with each jaw independently adjustable so that any shape 
can be held.
The body of the holder is made from copper to act as a heat
sink to reduce any heating effect in the sample caused by the
impinging beam.
- 21 -
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5* ION BEAN CURRENT DETECTION MIS CONTROL
Although closed loop control of the ion beam current was not 
accomplished because of the lack of time an examination was made 
of the control objectives and monitoring techniques. The existing 
method of current adjustment used by the accelerator manufacturers 
was also examined to determine if this method would be adequate 
for this investigation.
3.1 Existing Current Control
The ion beam current -produced by the accelerator is dependent 
upon the magnitude of the voltage which is used to extract the 
ions from the plasma cloud within the source* by increasing this 
voltage more ions can be extracted from the source and hence a 
higher beam current can be obtained. The relationship between 
voltage and current is not linear because the voltage affects 
the plasma shape and position. Thus although a high voltage extracts 
more ions it also causes the plasma boundry to move.
The extraction voltage is controlled manually from the Van 
de Graaff control console by means of a Selsyn remote servo system,
A repeater Selsyn in the Van de Graaff top terminal controls a 
variac which causes a change in the extraction voltage.
This arrangement is extremely slow and cumbersome and would 
be inadequate for use in a closed loop control system.
3.2 Response of the Existing Current Control Method
An examination was made of the ion beam current at the target 
chamber to see if it would be suitable for the beam position 
investigation.
A stainless steel plate, approximately one inch square, was 
placed in the target chamber and insulated from the detector 
holder by a glass slide. This was connected to a current monitor 
and an oscilloscope. The current monitor is a device for 
measuring very small direct currents.
Since stainless steel has a low coefficient of secondary 
emission no biasing shield was used or any external compensation.
The beam was allowed to impinge on the steel plate and the
- 23 -
result monitored on tne current jjiuxaj.>ox- ami oHumosuope,
The current monitor showed that the mean value of beam 
current obtained varied, worst case, by approximately + 5%.
This was felt to be adequate for the rest of the investigation.
The oscilloscope display showed three identifiable high 
frequency fluctuations of the beam current, two of much greater 
amplitude than the third. Figure 3*^  shows the greater amplitude 
fluctuations. The three pairs of negative spikes were traced to 
the wire scanner used at the output of the accelerator to 
examine the beam profile.•These wires physically interrupt the 
beam and cause loss of beam current.
The next fluctuation can also'be seen on figure 3*1* and on 
figure 3.2. This was a 50 Hz fluctuation. The source of this 
could not be traced but was thought to be mains pick up somewhere 
in the equipment.
Figure 3*2 also shows the third fluctuation, greatly magnified, 
which has a frequency of approximately 400 Hz. Now the voltages 
needed to operate the equipment in the top terminal are derived 
by placing an alternator within the top pulley and rectifying and 
smoothing its output to obtain a steady voltage. The voltage 
obtained from the alternator is at a frequency of 400 Hz. Thus 
the high frequency fluctuation of the beam current is directly 
attributable to the ripple on the d.c. supply.
Only simple L - C smoothing is employed in th&etop terminal.
The wire scanner problem could be removed by stopping the . 
scanning mechanism when an experiment was running and the 50 Hz 
fluctuation could be eliminated by better equipment shielding.
Thus the only problem was the 400 Hz fluctuations but as 
this was only about 2 % of the total beam current it was felt 
that this would be adequate for the rest of the investigation.
3.3 Beam Current Control Investigation
It was felt that a brief look at the problems of closed loop 
ion beam current control would be benificial by giving a clearer 
picture of the overall control system concepts.
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Y1 = 2 V./cm,
Figure Top trace: Fluctuations in detected beam current
caused by the wire scanner*
Bottom trace: A 50 Hz, calibration signal.
Y1 = 0*5 V./cm.
Y2 = 20 mV./cm. 
TB = 10 msec./cm.
Figure 3*2 Top trace: Current fluctuations at the target.
Bottom trace: Slit amplifier output.
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doping achieved in the target semiconductor slice and hence the 
device properties. Thus by closely controlling the beam current 
the device properties could be controlled.
To achieve beam current control the value of that current has 
to be monitored
3.3*1 Ion Beam Current Monitoring Techniques
The simplest means of monitoring the beam current is to 
place a suitable measuring device, such as a current integrator, 
between the semiconductor slice and ground. The impinging ion 
beam will charge up the slice and this charge will dissipate itself 
to ground through the current integrator and hence the beam current 
can be monitored.
One drawback of this system is that the impinging ion beam 
causes secondary emission from the slice, primarily of electrons, 
and this means the indicated beam current will be less than the 
actual beam current. This can be overcome by placing a plate, with 
an aperture for passage of the beam, before the slice and biasing 
this negatively with respect to the target. Thus the emitted 
electrons are repelled back to the slice.
This plate would, however, have some effect on the beam focus 
since it would act as a simple lens, but I think this would be 
within the limits of the required spot size.
The other method of monitoring the current is essentially an 
offline one where the beam is momentarily deflected on to a 
measuring device beside the slice and the current is measured*
This does rely on the beam current fluctuations being slow.
I do not think this method is suitable for a control system.
Having devised a means of measuring the current some way of 
varying the magnitude of this current must be devised.
3*3.2. Beam Current Adjustment
The magnitude of the beam current is determined by the 
number of ions extracted from the plasma cloud and ejected by the 
accelerator per unit time. Once the beam has left the accelerator
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the only means or cnanging tne current is to remove some ions 
from the beam* This could be done by physically obstructing the 
beam in some controlled manner. This is difficult to do quickly 
since a mechanical movement is required. Also the -effect of the 
obstruction would not be constant since erosion of the obstruct 
ting device would take place.
One other solution would be to neutralise some ions within
the beam in some manner. This could be accomplished by injecting
an electron beam into the ion beam. By modulating the electron
*
beam intensity, which could be done easily using standard 
techniques, the ion beam current would also be modulated. Hence 
beam current adjustment could be accomplished.
Since the ion beam current depends upon the number of ions 
extracted from the plasma cloud adjustment of this extraction 
would accomplish beam current adjustment. The extraction voltage 
determines the number of ions extracted, and this is already 
under manual control.
One major problem is that this voltage is derived with 
respect to the top terminal voltage which could be as high as 2 MV. 
Therefore there are serious practical problems in controlling 
this voltage electronically, which would be necessary to provide 
a high speed of response.
3.4 Summary
Several ideas have been expressed for control of ion beam 
current. These were derived from the initial study of the overall 
control system. Since time did not allow any practical investigat­
ion of this aspect of the project these ideas really represent 
a few guidlines for future expansion of the control system.
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This chapter describes the design and construction of the 
lens used to provide a focused ion beam for this investigation*
4.1 System Requirement
For this investigation a spot size of sub millimetre dimensions 
at the target was considered to be adequate. This had to be 
accomplished with the distance between the lens and the target 
approximately 2 m. and an unfocused beam size of approximately 
10 mm by 10 mm.
Various lenses and configurations were examined to determine 
the best for these conditions.
The best solution proved to be a quadrupole triplet assembly 
whose dimensions and operating conditions were optimised for the 
existing conditions.
The lens types will be briefly reviev/ed to show how each was 
investigated and why the quadrupole lens was chosen.
Lenses for focusing charged particle beams fall roughly
into two classes. The simple weak lens and the strongly focusing
quadrupole type lenses.
Electrostatic forms of these lenses will be discussed since
magnetic lenses are used mainly for extremely high energies of
3
the order of 10 MeV and above. .
4.2.1 Simple Lenses
Figure 4.1 shows an elementary form of simple lens. It 
consists of a conducting plate with a central hole. This hole is 
usually circular , as shown in figure 4.1 (b)f to reduce beam 
deformation.
Similar plates are placed in front and behind the original 
plate.
The two outer plates are held at ground potential and the 
centre plate is biased with a positive voltage. An electrostatic 
field pattern is set up as shown in figure 4.1 (a)* This field 
pattern will cause the planar incident ion beam to be focused in
- 28 -
Focusing Electrodes
Equipotential 
/ Lines
Ion Beam
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(a)
— Metal Plate
—Hole for
Ion Beam
. (b)
Figure 4.1 Focusing of an ion beam using a simple lens (a) 
with a simple typical lens element shown at (b)
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xne same manner as a convex xens xocuses a xignx Deans,
With this type of lens the focusing power is weak and short
3
focal lengths cannot he obtained. Certain modifications can be 
made to this elementary lens to increase its power but the results 
fall short of the focusing power achieved from a quadrupole lens.
The focusing power of a simple lens is dependent upon the
energy of the incident particle beam. If the potential applied to
the lens is V. volts and the accelerating voltage is V volts then
3 5 ait can be shown * that the convergence of the lens varies as
2( V./V ) # Since practical considerations, such as breakdownI 3/
phenomena, limit to about 100 KV a simple lens can only be 
considered to be of use, ,under the conditions shown earlier, if 
the energy of the ion beam is below 1 MeV.
Quadrupole lenses were developed specifically for focusing 
high energy particle beams.
4.2.2 Quadrupole Lenses
The basic quadrupole lens element consists of four pole
3
pieces arranged parallel to the ion beam axis and equally spaced 
around the beam, as shown in figure 4.2. The pole pieces are shown 
to be of circular cross section in the diagram but other shapes 
can be used to minimise beam profile aberrations or produce 
special beam profiles.
The pole pieces labelled A and A1 in figure 4.2 have a 
positive potential, V^, applied to them with respect to ground and 
the pole pieces B and Bf have an equal magnitude negative voltage 
applied to them.
Now consider a beam of ions, of finite diameter, passing 
through the centre of the lens. Particles at the edge of the beam 
nearest pole A will be repelled by this pole and move nearer the 
centre of the beam. A similar action occurs at the edge of the 
beam nearest pole A1. The edge of the beam nearest pole B however 
experiences a force tending to move it away from the centre of the 
beam. Similarly for the edge of the beam nearest pole B 1. *
Thus the lens acts to focus the beam in the AA* plane and 
defocus in the BB* plane.
- 30 -
Figure 4*
Quadrupole 
Pole Pieces
•Ion Beam
2 The arrangement of a quadrupole lens, viewed 
along its axis.
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It is required to focus the beam in both planes hence two
sets of quadrupole lens elements are used in practice with the
second lens rotated 90° about the beam axis, as 3hown in figure
4.3*'The two lenses are placed close together to minimise the
spread of the beam as it passes from one lens element to the other.
The reason for the strong focusing properties of this lens
is that quadrupole lenses produce a field which is normal to the
ion beam axis. Hence all of the field is producing a focusing
effect. The simple lens discussed earlier produces a field which
has components parallel and normal to the ion beam. Hence only
part of the field, that normal to the ion beam, is able to
produce focusing effects. This leads to a weaker lens.
The focusing power of a quadrupole lens can be easily
increased by increasing the length of the pole pieces, whilst
keeping the applied voltages constant.
One disadvantage of using quadrupole lenses is that
astigmatism occurs. That is the deformation of an incident beam
of circular cross section to an elliptical cross section at the
6target. This can be overcome however by constructing a three 
element lens.
The shape of the pole pieces plays an important part in
determining the lens aberrations. The ideal shape for the pole
5 7pieces is a rectangular hyperbola cross section. This is
extremely difficult to produce but if a circular cross section
is used the aberrations produced are minimal, and can be regarded
5
as second order effects.
4.3 Lens Design
A three element quadrupole lens, with circular cross section 
pole pieces, was constructed for use in the beam line.
Figure 4*4 shows the general construction of each lens 
element. The pole pieces consist of stainless steel hollow 
cylinders 1 inch diameter, with the outer surface polished.. An 
insulating standoff, made from pyrophilite, is attached to each 
end of the pole piece. These assemblies are then clamped between 
two stainless steel plates which hold the pole pieces in the
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correct position witn respect to eacn otner* mis assemDiy is men 
bolted to a stainless steel baseplate, which ensures correct 
alignment of the assembly within the beam line.
The dimensions for the lens were calculated from solutions 
for the lens equations as presented by H.A. Enge in two published 
articles.
Using the formula and nomographs in these papers two graphs 
were plotted. The first*shoeing the variation of image distance 
against applied voltage'for various values of object distance, 
lens length and pole piece seperation. The second showing the 
variation of image distance with applied voltage for various 
object distance and lens length. These are shown in figure 4*5 and 
figure 4*6 respectively.
Two object distances were used because at the time of this 
design the beam line configuration had not been finalised. 
Therefore two values of object distance were chosen which 
represented the limits of the real value of this distance.
At the time the quadrupole lens, was constructed the imperial 
units of measurement were being used by the mechanical workshop 
and so all lens dimensions were calculated in inches.
A pole piece separation of 1 inch was chosen to keep the lens 
voltages down to an easily manageable level, below 10 KV.
The centre element length was chosen.to be 8 inches, which 
fixed the length of the end elements at 4 inches as determined by 
H.A. Enge. These values were chosen as a compromise between 
physical size and operating voltage levels.
The complete lens assembly was not large enough to produce 
any problems attaching it to the beam line and the operating 
voltages could be kept below 5 KV.
4.4 Lens Response
The focusing power of the lens can be monitored by moving a 
piece of quartz into the path of the beam just in front of.the 
target. This fluoresces when struck by the beam so the actual 
beam size and shape can be seen. By observing this and adjusting 
the lens voltages the spot size can be optimised for the experi­
ment.
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size does not change significantly.
It has been found that the four variable voltages used for 
the centre and end lens elements have to be made unequal for 
optimum spot size because of focusing effects of the analysing 
magnet, as discussed earlier.
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This chapter will discuss the design and construction of the 
ion beam deflection element and the electronics required to drive 
it*
The final solution proved to be a pair of parallel plate 
electrostatically driven deflection elements supplied by a high 
voltage amplifier supplying two antiphase output signals.
5.1 Statement of Requirements
The specifications required for beam deflection were that a 
focused spot must be able to move over an area of 10 mm by 10 mm 
with independent movement in each axis, usually referred to as 
X and Y*
The speed of operation must be such that the beam could 
follow the highest speed operating signal from the control system.
Also no movement could be tolerated when the operating 
signals were stationary, i.e. no drift in the drive electronics.
The task of beam deflection can be split into two sections 
covering the apparatus providing the deflecting force and that 
providing a signal for the deflecting apparatus.
5.2 Deflection Hardware
To cause a charged particle beam to move it must be operated 
on by some force« This force is supplied by an electro­
static or magnetic field, each of which has its advantages and 
disadvantages.
For this investigation an electrostatic system was chosen, 
designed and built. Before outlining the design procedure the 
advantages and disadvantages of each method of deflection will be 
discussed and the reasons for choosing electrostatic deflection 
given.
5*2.1 Magnetic Deflection
If a magnetic field is applied perpendicularly to the flight 
tube the ion beam will be deflected in a plane parallel to the 
magnetic pole pieces. The beam particles are caused to move in a 
circular path whilst in the magnetic field. Figure 5.1 shows a 
particle trajectory* A circular magnetic field has been assumed
- 39 -
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Figure 5*1 The diagram for magnetic deflection of an ion beam.
M a g n e t i c  field
I o n  b e a m
Figure 5*2 Focusing effect of a magnetically deflected ion beam.
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to ease subsequent caicuiations*
The deflection at the target is-related to the magnetic
A 9field and the particle.ballistics by the expression9
2.D.R
Where S = the beam displacement at the target, D is the 
distance between the target and the edge of the magnetic field,
R is the radius of the applied magnetic field and r is the radius 
of curvature of the particle trajectory whilst influenced by the 
magnetic field.
The radius r is defined by the expression
r  _
“ B.Q
Vlhere M is the particle mass, Q is the charge on the particle, 
U is the particle velocity and B is the strength of the magnetic 
field.
The particle velocity U can be shown to be proportional to 
sj Q/M which means that the deflection S is proportional to J  m/q • 
Thus the resultant displacement at the target is dependent upon 
the charge and the mass of the particles in the ion beam.
Unfortunately magnetic deflection does have another effect 
upon the beam. If a parallel beam enters the magnetic field it will 
be deflected but it will also be convergent upon leaving the field.
Consider figure 5*2 which shows a parallel beam of finite 
thickness, d , entering a circular magnetic field. To avoid undue 
complications d is assumed to be small compared with the magnetic 
field diameter R such that the whole of the incident ion beam can 
be considered to be normal to the magnetic field surface.
Consider two rays of zero thickness at the edges of the beam, 
such as XY and UV. Each ray will describe a circular path of 
radius r emerging at points Z and W at the edge of the magnetic 
field.
However the centres of the circular arcs described by the two 
rays will be displaced by the beam thickness d and since each ray 
must leave the magnetic field nonnally it can be seen from the 
diagram that the two rays must converge.
It can be shown that the distance to the focus of the rays,
- 41 -
s , is given by r
* * Q  — .... ..................y *" \
Tan (a)
with the variables defined on figure 5»2.
5.2*2 Electrostatic Deflection
The ion beam can be deflected by passing it through an 
electric field at right angles to the beam path.
Figure 5*5 shows a suitable deflection arrangement, with the 
deflecting electric field produced between two parallel metal 
plates.
a 9
It can be shown that if a particle passes between the
plates then the beam will suffer a displacement, s , at the target
given by _ V.L.( L 4- 3) )
2.D.E
V/here V is the voltage applied between the plates, L is the
length of the plates, d is the gap between the plates, D is the
distance to the target and E is the energy of the ion beam.
This parallel plate arrangement produces no focusing affects
on the-beam but there is a second order effect due to the electric
field fringing out at the end of the plates. This -can be ignored 
A 9
however providing the displacement k is kept small in 
comparison to the plate gap d.
It was decided to employ electrostatic deflection in the 
system under construction since this produces less unwanted effects 
on the ion beam, such as focusing. Also it is easier, in practice, 
to produce controllable quickly varying voltages than currents.
This is mainly due to the large inductance of the electromagnets 
which imposes severe limitations on quickly changing electric 
currents.
5.3 Construction of Beam Line Deflection System
Figure 5*4 shows the basic construction of the beam line 
deflection system. The bracing rods, used to hold the assembly 
together, are omitted for clarity.
Two pairs of flat polished parallel stainless steel plates 
are mounted inbetween shaped phyrophilite blocks. These blocks 
are grooved to hold the plates parallel and each pair at right 
angles. The whole assembly'is held together by threaded PTFE rods 
passing through the blocks.
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Figure 5*3 Electrostatic deflection of an ion ‘beam.
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has locating lugs to aid alignment of the assembly. The blocks 
also have sections removed to aid evacuation of the line.
It was felt that the maximum allowable voltage applied between 
the plates should be 2 KV. This would be large enough to keep the 
deflection system of a reasonable size and small enough to enable. 
a deflection driver to be constructed without using very 
expensive high voltage components.
A plate gap of 15 mm was considered to be adequate since the 
beam would be limited to a 10 mm diameter before the focusing 
electrodes and hence would be smaller when passing through the 
deflection system.
A target distance of 1 m. was chosen and this was mainly 
limited by the size of the laboratory.
Assuming a displacement of + 5 ram at the target and a proton 
beam whose energy is 1*5 MeV a plate length of 150 mm was . 
calculated to be necessary. Using this plate length a voltage of 
approximately 1*5 KV would be required to produce the necessary 
beam displacement at the target.
The plates were made 50 mm wide to avoid any fringe effects 
at the edges of the plates.
5*4 Beam Deflection Drive Electronics
The preceding sections have outlined the design procedure, 
and construction, of the electrostatic deflection hardware. To 
operate this high voltage signals have to be applied in a controlled 
manner.
The following sections will deal with the design, 
construction and response of a high voltage drive circuit to 
supply the electrostatic deflection hardware.
5.4.1..Electronic Circuit Investigation
As stated in the previous section a voltage of approximately 
1*5 KV is required to give a 5 mm deflection. Hence the drive 
electronics must be able to generate a voltage between +1*5 KV, 
to give a deflection of + 5 nim.
In practice this figure is increased to + 2 KV to ensure the 
electronics can be operated over a'linear region of its range.
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These large voltage variations excluded xne use or transistors 
because at the time of this project the maximum voltage capability 
of transistors was 500.volts. The simplest approach seemed to be 
to use valves. A large number were readily available to handle 
these voltage variations.
To ensure minimum distortion of the beam the voltage applied 
to each opposing plate must be equal in magnitude but opposite in 
sign. Therefore if a potential difference of 1 KV is required 
between the plates then one plate must be at + 500 volts and the 
other at - 500 volts.
A circuit which can produce a pair of antiphase signals, from 
a single control input, is a long tailed pair. The banic circuit 
is shown in figure 5*5«
An increase in the input signal, will cause the voltage
at point A to decrease and that at point B to increase, due to the
action of R .Thus a pair of antiphase signals can be produced, e
The linearity of this circuit can be improved by replacing R withe
a constant current source.
There is one major drawback with this circuit, however, in 
that for good operation R0 must be made very large and so a large 
voltage is developed across it. This limits the swing of the 
output voltages in the negative direction. Even if a constant 
current source was used a substantial amount of the available 
voltage swing would have to traded off against good operation of 
the current source.
Thus if this circuit were used a very high negative rail 
voltage would have to be used to achieve the desired negative 
swing.
A different approach to the problem was investigated with the 
idea of using two independent amplifiers which could be made to 
track each other closely, but in antiphase.
A single valve amplifier was used in such a manner that a
small input signal caused the voltage at the valve anode to swing
' *
between both supply rails. If a second valve, operating under the 
same conditions, was arranged such that its input was derived 
from the output of the first valve then a pair of antiphase 
signals could be produced from-a single input.
- 46 -
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Figure 5*5 A high voltage differential output amplifier.
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The basic circuit layout ror this com iguration is snovm in
figure 5*6. - •
The major problem with this solution is that the input
signalf Vg , must be applied with respect to the negative supply
rail, here considered to be - 1000 volts. The control signal, 
however, will come from a source using 0 volts as its reference. 
Therefore some means had to be devised to achieve the appropriate 
level shift between the control signal source and the drive circuit.
Three possible methods were investigated; amplitude modulation 
of a carrier, constant voltage drop across a high value resistor 
and an electro-optic isolator.
These three methods are shown"in outline in figure 5*7.
With the transformer coupled amplitude modulated method the 
major problem was to prevent any breakthrough of the carrier 
signal onto the grid of the valve. Since the valve was operating 
in a high gain mode any unwanted signal at the grid will appear at 
the anode, which is the output to the deflection hardware.
Although this could be achieved by sufficient filtering of 
the signal after the transformer this also seriously affected the 
frequency response of the amplifier. Hence this method was rejected.
The second cirbuit examined is shown in figure 5.7 (h).
Here transistor T^ together with resistor R^ and diode D forms a 
constant current source. This current flows through resistor R and 
provides a fixed voltage drop across R, which is made equal to 
the required voltage shift. The input control signal is applied 
to transistor T^. Any variation of voltage at the collector of T^  
appears at the collector of Tg, since Vs is constant.
The operation of this circuit was verified using a low rail 
voltage, 50 volts, and proved satisfactory. However when it was 
used at 1000 volts it was found that the 'constant voltage across 
resistor R drifted badly. This was due to drift in the value of 
R, which was a very large value to achieve the necessary voltage 
drop, and the voltage set by diode D. The drift was mainly-due 
to heating effects in the resistor, diode and transistor Tg.
This drift caused large voltage changes, up to 10 volts, at 
the anode of the valve.
This defect in the circuit could only be remedied by using
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Figure 5,6 Schematic of a differential output amplifier 
using feedback techniques.
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Figure 5*7 Three possible systems for high voltage insulation 
“between the low voltage input signal and the output.
high cost close tolerence components. Hence this approach was 
shelved and approach three investigated.
Figure 5*7 (c) shows the basic circuit used for the electro- 
optic isolator method. The circuit is arranged such that if the 
input signal Y^ is zero the voltage at the valve grid is such that 
the valve is fully 'on1 end the voltage at the anode is approx­
imately - 1000 volts.
As is increased the photo emissive diode within the 
isolator begins to emit light and causes the leakage current in 
the associated photodiode -to increase. This in turn causes the 
valve grid voltage to decrease and start to turn the valve 'off 
and the anode voltage to increase.
There was still, however, some problem with drift in the anode 
voltage but much better than that encountered in method two.
This method was considered the best of the three and further 
investigation was carried out to improve the performance.
The best approach seemed to be the use of feedback techniques 
to eliminate drift and improve the overall response. Figure 5*8 
shows a schematic of the circuit investigated.
Consider a positive input voltage, , applied to the 
integrator which will cause the integrator output to move in the 
negative direction. This means the light output from the photo 
emissive diode, in the isolator, will decrease and hence the leakage 
current in the associated photodiode will decrease and cause 
to increase. The anode voltage VQ now decreases.
A proportion of VQ , here called Y^, is fed back to the 
integrator and sums with the input voltage, V^. However is in 
antiphase with and so a subtraction takes place.
Now when Y^ and are of equal magnitude but of opposite 
sign the input to the integrator will be zero and the output at a 
steady value. Hence the anode voltage will be constant.
Any drift in Vq will produce a signal at the input to the
integrator and so produce a change in V to bring the anode
&
voltage back to its original value.
The complete circuit of the beam deflector drive electronics 
is shown in figure 5*9*
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Figure 5*8 A practical circuit for a high voltage amplifier.
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Two amplifiers are used and connected together so: that the 
second amplifier receives its input signal from the output of the 
first. This cross coupling means that the second amplifier tracks 
the first and the two outputs are held equal in magnitude but 
opposite in phase.
Thus a single low level input voltage produces two high level 
antiphase o\itput signals.
5.5 Deflector Drive Electronics Performance
The drive electronics performed adequately for the initial 
study purposes but with some limitations on its use.
No drift was discernible in the output, although no long term 
drift experiments were carried out, but some ripple from the 
power supply was evident. This was approximately 1 volt in 
amplitude at the output of the amplifier when a maximum output 
swing was being used, but since it affected both amplifiers 
equally there was no effect on the beam position at the target.
The linearity of the amplifier was good as can be seen from 
figure 5*10.
The main limitation seemed to be in the frequency response.
Figure 5 * shows Bode plots of the gain and phase shift of 
the amplifier. This shows a 3 db. point at approximately 100 Hz 
and a fall in amplitude tending towards 12 db./octave.
This low value of the 3 db. point was due to the integrator 
time constant used but since this was adequate for the preliminary 
investigation no modifications were made.
A more detailed discussion of the response of the driver and 
suggested improvements are outlined in chapter 9*
Voltage
9 10 
Beam Position
Figure 5*10 A plot of beam movement against applied 
voltage for the deflection amplifier.
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Figure 5.11 The Bode plot for the deflection amplifier.
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This chapter will;discuss the method used to detect the 
position of the beam and the associated circuitry employed to 
convey the positional information to the computer.
Various detection methods were examined and the simplest 
chosen to enable results to be obtained quickly. This method 
employs a wire grid with each wire having seperate circuitry to 
convert the small signal from each pick up wire to a signal suitable 
for communication with the computer.
6.1 Control Criteria
To be able to control'the movement of a focused ion beam over 
a target the position of the beam must be determined and a suitable 
signal, defining this position, fed back to the controlling 
device.
Two basic approaches suggest themselves. The first is to use a 
closed loop control system with continuous monitoring of the beam 
position and the second is to move the beam small distances under 
open loop conditions and determine the true position at the end of 
each movement.
For both approaches some method has to be devised to measure 
the actual beam position.
The solution arrived at for this investigation was a closed 
loop control method with a beam interference method for determining 
the beam position.
The following sections of this chapter will outline the 
various methods devised for position measurement; the one that 
was chosen and how it was implemented.
6.2 Basic Beam Position Measurement
The accelerator produces a continuous beam of charged particles 
of a specified current. The object is to determine the spatial 
beam position at the target. Two approaches suggest themselves, 
one to determine some change on the target due to the impinging 
beam and the second to measure the beam position close to the 
target by using some form of beam detection apparatus.
This would either intercept the beam or monitor some beam
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6.2,1 Qn Target Measurement
On target measurement relies on some induced change in the 
target material properties or some beam target interaction effect 
which can be monitored.
When a charged particle beam strikes a target surface several 
events take place; electrons, protons and neutrals are emitted 
from the surface, a local temperature rise occurs at the beam 
contact point and a charge builds up on the target. There are also 
changes in the target electrical properties.
Consider a beam of charged particles impinging upon an
amorphous target. Each incident particle, or ion, penetrates into
the target and is brought to rest thus giving up its energy to the
target material. This energy exchange between the impinging ion
and the atoms of the target can give rise to electrons being
1 0 ' 11 12liberated from the target material. 9 9 If these electrons are
close to the target surface and have gained sufficient energy they 
may leave the target completely.
Figure 6.1 (a) shows an electron being generated, by an 
incident ion beam, at a depth d within the target. To be useful 
for measurement this electron has to travel to the target surface 
and escape. As the electron travels through the target it can 
lose energy by collision with target atoms. Thus the further the 
electron has to travel to reach the target surface the higher the 
probability that it will have insufficient energy to leave the 
target.
Two cases are shovm in figure 6.1 (a). If the free 
electron travels in the direction 0A it has to cover a distance 
d/Cos (©) whilst if it travels along OB it has to move a 
distance d/Cos ((3) . Therefore there is a greater probability 
of the electron leaving at point A than point B.
The electron density distribution of emitted electrons is 
shown in figure 6.1 (b). From this it can be seen that the number 
of electrons emitted at an angle w is proportional to Cos (w).^*12* ^
The total distribution of emitted electrons from a point on 
the.target, where the beam strikes, can be considered as a sphere
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Figure 6,1 The generation of secondary electrons by an
impinging ion beam (a) and the secondary electron 
density distribution-(b).
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incident beam,
A practical arrangement might be to place a set of electron 
multipliers around the target* with a positive potential attraction 
grid in front of each multiplier, and it should be possible to 
obtain a signal relating to the beam position. The simplest case 
would be four detectors arranged symmetrically around the target.
If the beam is in the centre of the target then each detector will 
have the same output. As the beam moves along one axis one of the 
detectors will receive more electrons than the other and a difference 
signal will exist between opposing pairs of detectors, and similarly 
for the other axis. The detectors would have to have carefully matched 
responses or each characteristic would have to be accounted for in 
the associated electronics or computer.
There is one drawback with this method if high energy ion beams 
are used the ions penetrate to a greater depth and electrons can be 
liberated deep within the target. It is possible for the electrons to 
leave the target at some distance from the beam impact point which 
can lead to a diffuse electron source and hence limit the accuracy 
to which the beam position can be determined.
The ion beam used had a diameter of 1 mm. at its focus which 
would mask the above diffusion effect, however this investigation 
was attempting to obtain a method which could be used for any beam 
diameter.
There is a furiher problem however. The above discussion has 
assumed an amorphous target material but in practice the target 
would be some form of semiconductor material, and these are 
crystalline in structure.
If an electron is liberated in the crystal lattice the 
probability of it reaching the surface depends upon the direction 
it takes.
Figure 6.2 shows three views of a simple model of a crystal 
lattice. Figure 6.2 (a) shows a view along one axis of the crystal.
It can be seen that there are large gaps between atoms and 
•tunnels’ are formed through the crystal. This is known as a 
crystal channeling direction, since particles travelling in this 
direction can move, or channel, deeply into the crystal before 
losing all their energy.
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Figure 6.2 (a) A major channeling direction through^ a 
crystal lattice.
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Figure 6.2 (b) A secondary channeling direction through a 
crystal lattice.
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Figure 6.2 (c) A random direction through a crystal lattice.
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the 'tunnels' are much narrower and a charged particle would lose 
its energy more easily, by collision, when moving in this direction.
Figure 6.2 (c) shows a random direction through the crystal 
lattice. It is obvious that a charged particle travelling in 
this direction would be stopped very quickly by collision with a 
crystal atom.
Thus it can be seen that if an electron is liberated in the 
crystal lattice it could travel easily along a channeling direction 
and reach the surface of the crystal having lost very little of 
its initial energy whereas an electron travelling in a random 
direction may not even reach the surface of the crystal.
The channeling directions will modify the emitted electron 
distribution and cause 'humps' to appear on the distribution sphere 
derived earlier. This would seriously affect the performance of the 
detector array, described earlier, and make it impossible to obtain 
accurate positional information.
This approach was rejected and further ideas investigated to 
see if an easier method could be discovered.
Along with electrons ions are emitted from the target. These 
are much heavier particles and hence more prone to loss of energy 
within the target due to collisions with target atoms. Thus the 
ion yield from the target will be small and present a greater 
detection problem.
Thus the detection of ions was rejected.
Neutrals are emitted but since these lack any charge they are 
virtually impossible to detect, and so of no use.
The energy input to the target leads to a rise in the target 
temperature. Since the energy is being delivered over a small 
area, dependent upon the spot size, a local hot spot will be 
produced on the target surface. This could be detected by infra 
red detectors. To be useful the detectors would have to be finely 
collimated, to obtain the highest positional accuracy, and 
mechanically scanned with great accuracy.
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inertia of most practical target materials. Also if the beam is 
scanned quickly it would be supplying energy to each portion of 
the target for a short time. Hence the power received by each 
portion of the target would be small and the local heat rise 
would be small.
The thermal conductivity of the target is important since 
if this is low a fast scanned beam would leave a rectangle of 
the target at an almost uniform temperature above the rest of the 
target, and it would be very difficult if not impossible to 
detect the actual beam position.
Thus speed is a severe limitation of this method and because 
of this it was rejected.
If the target is insulated from ground the incident beam 
will charge up the target. This, however, is not very useful 
since the charge is spread evenly over the target surface but 
there is a way round this.
The target has a finite large resistance, being a semiconductor 
material, hence if a current could be made to flow through it 
voltage gradients would be set up over the target surface,
Nov; consider four resistors spaced symmetrically around the 
target with one end of each connected to ground and the other to 
the target. The ion beam striking the target constitutes a current 
entering the target which must leave via the four resistors. The 
current through each resistor would be dependent upon the 
position of the beam on the target. Thus by monitoring the 
voltage across each of the four resistors the beam position could 
be determined.
Now this method'assu&es that the target has a uniform sheet 
resistance over its whole surface area but the beam is being 
used to modify the properties of the target. This results in a 
non uniform resistance which is also dependent upon time. This 
raises severe computational problems when determining the beam 
position.
Therefore this approach was abandonded.
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Several techniques suggest themselves for monitoring the 
beam position close to the target. The simplest would be to move 
two wires quickly across the face of the target, in mutually 
perpendicular directions. As each wire intercepts the beam the 
current picked up in each wire can be detected along with the 
instantaneous position of the wire.
A bonus of this method is that beam shape and hence focus 
can be determined from the wire output.
There are two major drawbacks of this method, however, the 
first is caused by the wires actually interfering with the beam 
which causes a pulsating beam to appear at the target surface and 
could result in non uniform implantations.
The second is the mechanical limitation on the speed of 
movement of the wires which will limit the maximum speed of 
beam movement.
Another possible method is to use four pick up coils 
arranged symmetrically around the beam. If a low level sinusoidal 
signal is fed to these coils to measure their inductance the 
measured value will change slightly as the beam moves.
A measurement problem is invciLved here. As the signals 
representing the positional information are so very small, in the 
order of tenths of microvolts, it is questionable whether a 
reasonable accuracy could be achieved.
6.3 Indirect Beam Position Measurement and Other Methods
A basic premise of section 6.2 was that the beam current was 
constant. If the beam current is modulated in some manner a . 
further method of position measurement suggests itself.
A coil of wire placed in close proximity to the beam will 
have an e.m.f. induced dependent upon the beam current, modulation 
frequency and modulation depth. If four such coils are arranged 
symmetrically around the beam and wound on high permeability 
material beam position information could be obtained.
A sample calculation shows that for a 1 uA beam modulated 
100 % at 10 MHz a 1 mm. change in beam position causes a change' of 
0*6 microvolts between opposing coils. The data used for this
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one quarter toroidal section of internal diameter 0*75 cm, and 
external diameter 2 cm, and a permeability of 100,
The use of modulated beams leads to problems with focusing
and creating even doping concentrations. Focusing depends upon 
3
the beam current and so the final spot size will fluctuate as the 
beam intensity fluctuates, which in turn leads to non uniform 
doping.
There is another possible measurement method to consider which 
-relies on special system geometry.
If the beam analysing magnet is arranged with two exit ports 
at the right angles to enable two ion beams to be obtained, one 
from each port, then by using identical control systems, and 
compensating for the different ions, one beam could be made to 
move as a slave of the other.
Thus position sensing could be performed on one beam, the 
master, and it does not matter if this beam is interfered with in 
any manner since the slave beam is doing the real work.
The simplest method to use for measurement under these 
conditions is a wire grid placed in the target plane, with each 
wire individually insulated from its neighbour and brought to the 
outside world.
A refinement of this would be to use a T.V. camera tube with 
a silicon diode target and a fibre optic faceplate with a fluores­
cent coating. The incident beam would cause the coating to fluore­
sce and activate one or more of the photo diodes via the fibre 
optic coupling. The scanning electron beam within the camera tube^ 
would then be able to pick out which diode or group of diodes had 
been activated and hence the beam position. .
Since the camera tube target comprises a large number of 
detectors of finite size the accuracy of this method would depend 
on the detector size and the dispersion around the fluorescing 
spot. The decay time of the phosphor used would also affect the 
accuracy of the position measurement. For high scan speeds a very 
short decay time must be used.
The ion beam impinging on the phosphor coating will cause 
damage hence the coating would have to be renewed at frequent
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6.4 Measurement Method Adopted
The object of this study was to carry out a preliminary 
investigation on the feasibility of controlling a beam of ions 
hence sophisticated techniques were not pursued. There was also a 
time factor involved since three years were available for the 
construction of all the necessary hardware and development of the 
control circuitry.
Therefore it was decided to assume master/slave beam operation 
was feasible and use a wire grid detector, since this would bring 
quick results.
6.4.1 Wire Grid Construction
Preliminary studies of the focusing properties of the 
quadrupoles showed that a 1 mm. spot size could be obtained easily 
and sub millimetre sizes achieved by careful adjustment of the 
quadrupole voltages. Hence the grid was arranged to be a 10 by 10 
array of 5 thou, diameter tungsten wire covering an area of one 
square centimetre. The tungsten wire proved difficult to handle 
and was later replaced with nichrome wire of the same size.
Figure 6.3 shows an exploded view of the grid assembly. The 
glass base was used to insulate the assembly from the earthed 
mounting block within the target chamber. A metal backplate was 
placed on the base behind the wire assembly to allow the total 
beam current to be monitored. The whole structure was glued 
together using araldite and the wires fixed onto the glass supports 
using the same material. The wires were terminated with small 
connectors which were glued to the base. Thus complete grid 
assemblies could be unplugged and replaced with new assemblies 
when required.
An earthed metal shield was placed in front of the grid 
assembly with a cutout corresponding to an area slightly larger 
than the one square centimetre of the wire grid. This prevented the 
beam striking the glass or connectors.
The wires were arranged in the grid pattern with the aid of 
a jig to ensure the alignment and spacing were accurate.
The signals from the grid were passed to the outside world
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Figure 6.3 Construction of the pick up wire matrix.
rear flange of the target chamber.
6.4.2 The Detector Electronics
The signal obtained from each pick up wire, when struck by 
the beam, must be converted to a level suitable for transmitting 
to the computer. This is the job of the detector electronics.
The beam incident on the wire was normally in the current 
range 10 to 100 nA., for the accelerator used, which meant a high 
degree of amplification was required.
The first approach was to use an operational amplifier with
14 1S 16
no feedback, to obtain maximum gain * ’ , and feed the pick up
wire signal directly into the amplifier input. Since twenty such 
amplifiers were required the cost of each amplifier was considered. 
The general purpose operational amplifier type 741 was chosen.
This has a gain of 100,000, an input impedance of 2 Megohm 
and an input bias current of 80 nA.
Although the input bias current is high this could be 
tolerated providing a high value of ion beam current could be 
used and virtually all of the incident beam collected by a pick 
up wire.
To ensure good switching action the circuit shown in figure
6.4 was adopted. The potentiometer attached to the non inverting 
input of the amplifier could be adjusted to ensure that the 
amplifier was biased such the output voltage, of the amplifier, 
would switch between its two saturated limits when current was 
passed into the inverting input.
The circuit was tested and switching did occur when the beam 
struck the wire. The output of the 741 could be made to switch 
between +14 volts and - 13 volts when the beam was incident on 
the wire.
Other 741*s were used and it was discovered that some would 
not switch, despite adjustment of the biasing potentiometer. It 
became evident that only selected 741*s with a low value of bias 
current would operate correctly in this circuit. At first site 
this was acceptable because of the low cost of the amplifiers*
Examination of the amplifier output on an oscilloscope showed 
that as the beam was scanned across the pick up wire- the output
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Figure 6.4 Initial circuit used to abtain^a satisfactory
signal to indicate the ^resenee of the ion beam*
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the leading and trailing edges of the output pulse. A typical 
output is shown in figure 6.5. Since the 741 has internal frequency 
compensation it seemed impossible that the amplifier was 
oscillating but a check was carried out and the amplifier made 
to switch at low input currents, using a test circuit, with no 
sign of oscillation.
An attempt was made to slug the amplifier output with a 
capacitor to remove the oscillation but the value of capacitor 
required was so large that it affected' the amplifier response time.
A 1 pF capacitor was used and an output pulse could not be 
obtained if the scan frequency was above 1 Hz.
Since the fluctuation of the output pulse was evidently 
caused by the beam this was studied to discover the nature of the 
problem.
A large collector plate, 30 ram* by 20 mm., constructed from 
stainless steel and polished was placed just in front of the wire 
grid and a connection from this brought out to an oscilloscope.
The large plate size ensured that any beam movement would have no 
effect on the beam current collected by the plate.
Figure 3*1 shows the picture obtained on the oscilloscope.
The fluctuations evident in this picture were discussed in section
3.2 but I will briefly recap here.
Three frequency fluctuations were discovered. One corresponded 
to the wire scanners in the Van de Graaff exit tube interrupting 
the beam. One was traced to 50 Hz pick up somewhere in the system 
and the last corresponded to the frequency of the generator in the 
top terminal.
The first two fluctuations could be elliminated by turning 
off the scanners and by careful design of the detector electronics. 
The last fluctuation could not be dealt with in any way directly 
but as will be shown later this problem was greatly reduced by 
the proj)erties of the detector electronics.
It was felt that these fluctuations were not large enough to 
account for the dither seen on the output pulse thus the actual 
signal from a single pick up wire was investigated.
Figure 6. “6 shows the current picked up from the wire with
\
the beam fully incident on the wire, and the beam scanners turned
Y1 = 2 V./cm.
Y2 = 2 V./cm.
Figure 6.5 Top trace: Output of detector amplifier with
dither at each edge.
Bottom trace: Output of a logic gate fed with 
the above signal.
Y1 = 0*1 V./cm,
Figure 6.6 Top trace: Fluctuations in current picked up by
one wire in the grid.
Bottom trace: A 50 Hz. calibration signal.
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current almost reaches the base line, which corresponds to the 
centre graticule line. The 50 Hz ripple is still evident but 
compensating for this still leaves a fluctuation level of up to 
70 % of the total beam current.
At this stage it became evident that the operational amplifier 
was too efficient with its very high open loop gain. Any small 
input fluctuation would produce a very large output fluctuation.
A feedback resistor was employed to reduce the amplifier
■z -jc;
gain, as shown in figure 6.7. In this configuration 9 '9
Yq = - Rf.( i1 - ife )
where i^  is the input current from the pick up wire and i^ is the
bias current required by the amplifier.
The highest value, readily available, resistor was 10 megohm 
and if i^  is assigned a value of 100 nA. and i^ a value of 50 nA. 
then Vq = 50 mV. This would be the maximum signal available with 
this circuit and further amplification would be required. Higher 
value resistors were very expensive and of poor tolerance.
Problems had also been encountered with the biasing arrangement 
employed, as described earlier. The correct amount of bias was 
very critical and varied widely between different amplifiers. 
Therefore it was decided to pursue another approach to try and 
reduce the bias sensitivity and boost the output signal available.
The main problem with the amplifiers was the need to supply 
a bias current to the amplifier and so reduce the amount of current 
actually being amplified. Thus a P.E.T. source follower circuit 
was examined, with the view of placing this between the pick up 
wire and the amplifier, which would mean a much greater current 
would be available for the input of the amplifier.
11A typical F.E.T. has an input impedance of 10 ohms thus 
it would have negligible loading effect on the current from the 
pick up wire. Nov/ consider the circuit in figure 6. 8.
The current from the pick up wire will pass through both 10
megohm resistors and the potentiometer to ground. Hence a
potential difference will be set up across resistor and this
p.d, will appear, at the output of the source follower. The F.E.T.
having negligible loading effect on the resistors, at worst it
17will draw a few hundred pA. Resistor R^  is used to protect the
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Figure 6.7 As figure 6.4 with reduced gain to improve 
stability.
From Pick Up Wire
+ 5 v.
out
- 5 v.
Figure 6.8 A high impedance input stage to act as a buffer 
for the amplifier shown in figure 6.7*
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input.
It will be noted that virtually all the current from the pick
up wire is being used to generate a signal.
When this circuit was tested, using cheap general purpose 
F.E.T.*s, voltage changes up to .400 mV. were obtained under similar 
conditions as those used for testing of the operational amplifiers.
To ensure the signals were of a more practical level the F.E, 
T, stage was followed by an amplifier, with a gain of 10, using 
'a 741 amplifier with negative feedback.
This arrangement was tested and figure 6. 9 shows a set of
results of the output of the 741 using a 100 nA, beam scanned
across the pick up wire. As can be seen a 4 volt signal movement 
was obtained when the beam was fully incident on the wire.
There were still large fluctuations in the amplifier output 
as the beam approached and left the wire. This was serious because 
the nest stage in the detector chain had to be some form of level 
sensing circuit to determine whether the beam was fully incident 
or not.
One way around this problem was to use a device which had 
two switching levels which were dependent upon the direction of 
the change of the input signal.
One circuit which fulfils these conditions is a comparator 
with hysteresis and a suitable circuit is shown in figure 6,10.
The trigger levels T^  and T^ at which the comparator 
switches are dependent upon whether the input signal is increasing 
or decreasing. If the input moves from point P in a positive 
direction the comparator switches when the input reaches T^ but 
if the input is now reduced the comparator will not switch until 
the input reaches level T^. By suitable adjustment of the levels 
T^  and T^ the detector signal can be made to trigger the 
comparator which will produce a clean output pulse free of dither.
This approach does, however, reduce-the accuracy of the beam 
position sensing but for the preliminary investigation this was 
felt to be justifiable.
Figure 6.11 shows the complete detector circuit used and 
figure 6.12 shows the response to a very slow scan across one 
pick up wire. .
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Figure 6*9
Y1 = 2 V,/cm.
Y2 = 2 V./cm 
TB = 10 msec*/cm
(a) Top trace: Output of a detector with no 
incident beam*
Bottom trace: Output of current integrator
monitoring pick up plate behind 
the wire grid. .
Y1 = 2 V./cm
Y2 = 2 V./cra 
TB as 10 msec./<
Figure 6*9 (b) Top trace: Output of a detector as the beam
approaches the pick up wire. 
Bottom trace: As above.
cm
Y2 a 2 Y./cm.
TB = 10 msec,/cm
Figure 6.9 (c) Top trace: Output of a detector with the
beam fully incident on the wire. 
Bottom trace: As figure 6.9 (a).
Y1 = 2 V./cm.
Y2 = 2 V./cm.
TB = 10 msec./cm.
Figure 6.9 (d) Top trace: Output of a detector as the beam
leaves the pick up wire.
Bottom trace:- As figure 6.9 (a).
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Figure 6,10 The circuit (a) and the response (b) of a 
level detector with hysteresis.
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Figure 6,11 The complete circuit for the detection of the 
- incident ion beam.
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Figure 6
Y1 = 0*5 V./cm.
Y2 = 5 V./cm.
.12 Top trace: Noisy output of the detector amplifier 
at a slow scan speed.
Bottom trace: Output of the Schmitt trigger.
Y1 = 0«5 V./cm.
Y2 = 2 V./cm.
,14 Top trace: Noisy output of the detector amplifier 
at a slow scan speed and deliberately 
- induced beam jitter.
Bottom trace: Output of the Schmitt trigger with 
jitter at both edges.
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Y1 = 0*2 V./cm
Y2 = 2 V./cm
TB sb 1 usee./cm
Figure 6.13 Top trace: Output of detector stage fed by
square wave shown in bottom trace. 
Bottom trace: 200 KHz. square wave input to 
detector stage.
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current fluctuations clearly seen. The bottom trace shows the 
output of the schmitt trigger comparator which is very clean and 
shows no sign of dither at either edge.
The two pulses at the centre of the comparator pulse were due 
to a malfunction in the external, beam steering circuitry.
The voltage , in figure 6.11, is used to vary the trigger 
levels T^  and T^ and was set manually to a value dependent upon 
the beam current used.
The output of the comparator was clamped by a 3*9 volt 
zener diode to ensure compatability with TTL levels, since this 
signal was fed to TTL inverter gates as shown in chapter 8.
6*5 Detector Performance
Some trouble was experienced with delays through the circuit 
which was traced to the time constant defined by the input 
resistor and the input capacitance of the circuit. The input 
resistor, in figure 6.11, was reduced to a value of 100 K ohms 
and figure 6.1 3 shows the response of the input stage to a 200 KHz 
square wave input signal. The delay through the amplifier and 
comparator was measured and had a value of approximately 150 
nanoseconds, which v/as at least two orders of magnitude less 
than the delay through the input stage.
The comparator with hysteresis was not a complete solution 
to the detector amplifier fluctuation as shown in figure 6.14 
where the beam fluctuation had been deliberately increased, by 
opening the slits. Once again dither is present at the leading 
and trailing edges of the comparator output pulse. Under normal 
operating conditions, however, no dither v/as evident.
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This chapter will outline the operation of the computer used 
for this investigation* and the methods used to interface this 
computer to the outside world.
7*1 Basic Organisation and Operation
The computer used for this investigation was a model PDP-8/I 
manufactured by.Digital Equipment Corperation.
The basic machine has a word length of 12 bits with a core 
size of 4096 words and a cycle time of approximately 1*5 micro­
seconds. The cycle time is not precise because the machine 
operates in an asynchronous manner relying on the response time 
of the core store.
Fully parallel operation is used throughout the machine.
Figure 7*1 shows a block diagram of the basic organisation 
of the machine indicating the flow of information between each 
section.
The core store is a ferrite bead type and information is 
transfered into and out of the store via the memory buffer (KB) 
register. The memory address (MA.) register specifies where in the 
core a word is to be taken form or where the word is to be written 
to. The programme counter (PC) register is a pointer indicating 
the address of the next programme step to be obeyed. The 
accumulator (ACC) is a general purpose register used by all 
arithmetic operations, and most of the logical operations, within 
the machine.
These registers are 12 bits long but the ACC has an extra 
bit, known as the LINK, at its most significant end. This is 
_used for .overflow detection and some.logical operations.
The switch register (SR) is an array of 12 switches which 
can be used to load data into the PC, ACC or the core store.
The central processing unit (CPU) is a section of logic 
which decodes programme instructions and controls data flow 
within the machine.
A typical cycle of operations is as follows
1) The PC is loaded into the MA
2) A word is taken from the core store and loaded into the MB
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Figure 7*1 The major components and interconnections of 
a PDP -8/l computer.
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Figure 7*2 The bit assignment of a memory reference 
instruction for a PDP - 8/1 computer.
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4) *he CPU decodes the instruction word from the core store 
(which in this case will be assumed to be to load data 
(from the core into the ACC)
5) The address of the data is loaded into the MA (the address 
is obtained from the instruction word)
6) The data is read from core into the MB and hence into 
the ACC
7.2 Basic Instruction Set
The basic instructions used in the computer are split into 
three groups which are termed; Memory Reference Instructions, 
Input-Output Instructions and Micro Instructions. Each group will 
be discussed in detail below.
7.2.1 Memory Reference Instructions
There are six of these instructions which are listed below
together with their mnemonics and codings.
Logical AND - mnemonic AND - code 0
Two's complement ADd - mnemonic TAD - code 1
Increment and Skip if Zero - mnemonic ISZ - code 2
Deposit and Clear Accumulator - mnemonic DCA - code 3
JuMp to Subroutine - mnemonic JMS - code 4
Unconditional JuMP - mnemonic JMP - code 5
All of the memory reference instructions are carried out 
with direct recourse to the contents of the core store.
The AND instruction performs a logical AND between the ACC 
and the contents of a specified core location with the result left 
in the ACC.
The TAD instruction performs an addition between the ACC and 
the contents of a specified core location, with the result left 
in the ACC.
The ISZ instruction takes the contents of a specified core 
location, increments it, and returns the result to the same core 
location. If the result of the -incrementation is zero, ignoring 
any overflow, the PC is Incremented and hence the'next sequential 
instruction is skipped. The ACC remains unaffected.
The DCA instruction places the contents of the ACC into a
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The JMS instruction causes the programme to jump to a 
specified group of instructions, called a subroutine. When these 
instructions have been carried out the programme returns to the 
instruction immediately following the JMS instruction.
The JMP ^ instruction causes the PC to be reset to a value 
defined by the JMP instruction and the programme continues from 
the new point.
Figure 7*2 shows how a memory reference instruction word is 
constructed.
The first three bits, 0, 1 and 2, hold the instruction code, 
which ranges from 0 to 5 as described previously. Bits 5 to 11 
hold the least significant 7 bits of the address of the data being 
operated upon. To gain access to any location within the core 
store 12 address bits are required but only 7 bits are available 
in the instruction. To overcome this problem the core store is 
split into 32 sections, called pages, of 128 words each.
If a memory reference instruction is used with an address in 
the same page then the 12 bit memory address register is assembled 
by combining the first five bits of the PC with the last seven 
bits of the MB. The MB contains the instruction currently being 
carried out.
Thus any instruction can only directly address any location 
within the 128 word page, which is specified by the top five bits 
of the PC.
The first page of core, however, is a special page in that 
it can be directly addressed from an instruction anywhere in core. 
This page is referred to as page zero.
To change the instruction from a reference to the current 
page to a reference to page zero bit 4 of the instruction must 
be set to zero.
If bit four is set to 1 then the core address being referenced 
by the instruction is in the same page as the instruction.
Although it is possible to. address page zero from anywhere 
in core it is not possible for an instruction in one page to 
directly address a location in another page. For example an 
instruction in page five can directly address page zero but not 
page two.
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used. This operates as follows; the instruction addresses a 
location in page zero or the current page and the contents of this 
location is taken as the full 12 bit address of the data being 
accessed by the instruction. Thus if an instruction in page five 
wishes to get data'from page two the instruction in page five 
specifies a location in page five which contains the full 12 bit 
address of the data in page two.
Thus an indirect memory reference instruction is carried out 
in three parts.
The first part gets the instruction from the core and is 
known as the fetch cycle. The second part obtains the full 12 bit 
address from the core and this is known as the defere cycle. The 
third part then carries out the original instruction and is 
known as the execute cycle.
The instruction is set in the indirect mode by setting bit 
three to 1. If bit three is set to 0 then the instruction is in 
the direct addressing mode as described earlier.
Thus four address modes are available as follows:-
a) A direct reference instruction on the current page.
b) A direct reference instruction to page zero.
c) An indirect reference via the current page.
d) An indirect reference via page zero.
The next group of instructions to be discussed are the micro­
instructions or operating instruction group.
7*2.2 Micro Instructions
The micro instructions are split into two sections, usually 
refered to as Operate Group 1 and Operate Group 2.
Figure 7*3 shows the construction of the two types of 
instructions.
The operate group is specified by code 7 in the first three
bits of the instruction. Group 1 -is specified by a 0 in bit 3 ancl
group two by a 1 in bit 3 together with a 0 in bit 11.
Each bit of the instruction, when set to 1, from position 
4 to 11 in group 1 specifies a distinct operation as follows:-
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Figure 7*3 The bit assignment, for the two groups of
microinstructions for the PDP - 8/1 computer.
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Figure 7.4 The Kit assignment for an input/output instruction 
for the PDP - 8/1 computer. '
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Bit 5 - Mnemonic CLL - Clear LINK
Bit 6 - Mnemonic CMA - Complement ACC
Bit 7 - Mnemonic CML - Complement LINK
Bit 8 - Mnemonic RAR - Rotate ACC right once
Bit 9 - Mnemonic’RAL - Rotate ACC left once
Bit 10~ - Rotate ACC two places in direction
specified by bits 8 and 9*
Bit 11 - Mnemonic IAC - Increment ACC
The LINK is an extension of the ACC and preceeds bit 0.
This is used to collect arithmetic overflows and can be set, 
cleared and tested by the programme.
Each bit from position 4 to 10 in group 2 specifies a distinct 
operation as follows:- 
Bit 4 - Mnemonic CLA - Clear ACC
Bit 5 - Mnemonic SMA - Skip if ACC is negative
Bit 6 - Mnemonic SZA - Skip if ACC is zero
Bit 7 - Mnemonic SNL - Skip if LINK is zero
Bit 8 - - Reverse sense of above three instructions
Bit 9 " Mnemonic OSR - OR the switch register with the ACC
Bit 10 - Mnemonic HLT - Halt the programme
The OSR instruction performs a logical OR between the switch
register and the ACC and leaves the result in the ACC.
Bit 8 is used to reverse the sense of the three skip 
instructions. Hence if bit 8 is set the instruction skip on 
zero ACC becomes skip on non zero ACC.
Now the instruction SZA can be written as 111100100000 and
SNA (skip on non zero ACC) as 111100101000. This is very clumsy
and it is more usual to refer to the instructions in octal* 
notation. Thus each group of three bits is written in octal form 
and so SZA becomes 7440 and SNA becomes 7450. This is a much more 
convenient form.
7*2.3 Input Output Instructions
Figure 7*4 shows the construction of an input-output instruc­
tion, or I/O instruction as it is usually known. The operation 
code for this instruction is 6. Bits 3 to 8 contain a six bit
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This is called the device code.
The device code is transmitted from the computer on a 12 line 
highway, with each bit transmitted in its normal and inverted form. 
Each peripheral examines this highway and compares the information 
received with an internal 6 bit code. The peripheral will only 
respond if its code agrees with the device code transmitted.
The internal code of the peripheral is formed by hard wiring 
a six input gate to 6 selected lines of the 12 bit highway.
During an I/O instruction the computer transmits three "time 
staggered pulses known as IOP 1, IOP 2 and IOP 4* The presence 
of these pulses is governed by bits 9»10 and 11. An IOP pulse is 
only transmitted if the corresponding bit is set to 1 in the 
instruction.
The IOP pulses have no special significance and can.’be used 
by the peripheral for any purpose.
7.3 Computer to Peripheral Communication
There are two basic methods for transfering data between the 
computer and peripheral equipment. These are Programmed Data 
Transfers and Data Break Transfers and are discussed in the 
next sections.
7.3*1 Programmed Data Transfer
In this method the computer has complete control over the 
flow of data'between itself and the peripheral, although it is 
possible for the.peripheral to initiate the transfer.
Each peripheral is connected to the computer via a cicuit 
called a Device Selector, which controls the operation of the 
peripheral, and is outlined below.
7.3.1.1 The Device Selector
The logical diagram of a typical device selector is shown 
in figure 7*5* The six input NAND gate is connected to the 12 line 
device code highway in such a manner that the device selected 
line is at logic ’11 when only one specific 6 bit code is 
transmitted by the computer.
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Figure 7.5 A typical circuit for a peripheral device 
selector.
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Figure 7*6 The timing waveforms for an input/output transfer.
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the three IOP pulses to pass through into the peripheral, where 
they are renamed IOT pulses.
The time sequence of the relevant signals from the device 
selector are shown in figure J.6.
The three IOT pulses are uncommited and can be used for 
any desired, operation by the peripheral.
7.5«1.2 Communication Highway for Programmed Data Transfer
Figure 7.7 shows a schematic diagram.of the coimrmn.ica.tion 
highway and signal lines associated with a programmed data 
transfer. •
All outgoing data, from the computer, is derived from the ACC 
Thus once-data is loaded into the ACC from the core, using a 
programme instruction, it is available to peripherals but will 
only be accessed by the selected peripheral.
Data enters the computer via a 12 bit input highway and is 
loaded into the ACC by the computer during an I/O cycle.
The 12 bit device code highway is derived directly from the 
MB and the three IOP pulses are transmitted along three seperate 
lines.
Three extra input lines are available to the peripheral and 
are called INT, SKP and ACC CLR.
If a peripheral pulls the INT line to zero volts it is 
informing the computer that it requires attention. The computer 
finishes its current instruction and then jumps to location zero 
in the core store where it deposits the contents of the PC and 
proceeds to interrogate and service the peripheral demanding 
attention. Once it bias done this it continues with the programme 
from the position specified in location zero.
When the peripheral pulls the SKP line to zero volts the PC 
is incremented and the next programme instruction skipped over 
This is:usually used in conjunction with peripheral interrogation.
The ACC CLR line can be used by the peripheral to clear the 
ACC, This is usually used prior to loading data into the ACC,
A C C U M U L A T O R
I N P U T  (12)
M E M O R Y  B U F F E R  > (12)P D P - 8 / 1
I O P  1 - 2 - 8
I N T
S K P
A C C  C L R
Figure 7,7 The major input and output signals used by the 
computer to communicate with a peripheral.
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Figure 7*8 The basic circuit for a high speed paper tape 
reader interface.
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A good example of this type of data transfer is the mode of 
operation of the high speed paper tape reader, A general schematic 
of the logic circuit is shown in figure 7*8*
Consider the situation .where data is ready to be loaded into 
the computer. The data ready signal from the reader causes the 
flip flop to be set and ground the INT line.
The computer now sends out the code of each attached 
peripheral, in turn, together with an IOP pulse. When the reader 
device code is sent out the IOP 1 pulse will generate an IOT 1 
pulse within the reader which is gated with the flip flop to 
cause a pulse on the SKP line. This informs the computer that 
it is the reader that requires attention.
Having discovered this the computer sends out an IOP 2 pulse, 
together with the correct device code, which strobes the reader 
data onto the input highv/ay and hence into the ACC. The flip flop 
is cleared at the same time.
The computer can now send out an IOP 4 pulse to cause the 
reader to step onto the next character on the paper tape.
As the computer can operate many times faster than the reader 
the computer can return to its main programme and perform many 
operations before the reader requires servicing again,
7.3*2 Pair?. Break Transfer
A Data Break Transfer takes place under the control of a 
peripheral. It is intended for use with high speed peripherals 
which need to transfer large blocks of data very quickly, such 
as a magnetic disc. Data can be written into and extracted from 
core without any action from the central processing unit, in 
practice when a data break transfer is initiated the computer 
finishes its current instruction and then pauses while the data 
is being transfered.
Figure 7*9 shows a schematic diagram of the data and control 
highways used for a data break .transfer.
There are two types of data break transfer termed Single 
Cycle and Three Cycle data breaks and these will be discussed next.
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Figure 7.9 The signals used by the computer and peripheral 
to accomplish data transfer directly to the core 
store.
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Consider the case of data being entered into the computer. -
The 1 cycle select1 input is set to logic *1' level to indicate 
a single cycle data transfer and the ’transfer direction1 input
set to a logic *1* level, to indicate that data is being entered
into the computer.
The input data word is then set onto the 'data in* highway
and the core address is set onto the 'data address* highway.
The 'break request' input is then set to logic 'O' to initiate 
the data transfer. When the computer receives the break request 
it finshes its current instruction and enters into a break cycle 
which operates as follows.
An 'address accepted' signal is generated by the computer 
and sent out to the peripheral to indicate that the break cycle 
has started. This signal can be used by the peripheral to perform 
any desired function.
The computer then loads the input data into the MB and the 
data address into the MA and commences to put the data into the 
specified core location.
The 'break request' input signal line is then re examined 
and if still at logic 'O' the above events are repeated.
If this signal is at logic '1' the computer carries on with
its programme.
An additional function is available during a single cycle 
data break which enables a specified core location to be 
incremented.
7*3*2.2 Three Cycle Bata Break
This can result in a large saying in peripheral hardware.
The data address and the number of data transferes required are 
held in two specified core locations. The data address highway 
now holds a fixed address and the cycle select is held at logic
'O'. When a data break is requested the computer extracts the
contents of the address specified by the peripheral, on the 
address highway, increments this value and restores it to the 
specified core location.
The contents of this address is called the word count.
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required. If the incremented value of this core location is not 
zero then the contents of the next core location is extracted.
This value is again incremented and re-entered into core, unless 
the CA Inhibit line is at logic *0' which prevents the increment­
ation. This value is used as the. address for the placement of the 
incoming or. outgoing data.
If the word count is zero, when examined, then a signal is 
sent to the peripheral along the 'word count overflow' line to 
'indicate that all the data has been transfered.
The word count and subsequent core locations are set up by 
the main programme before any break request is initiated.
Thus it can be seen that with the three cycle data break 
three operations are necessary, the examination of the word count, 
obtaining the address and transfering the data. Although this is 
slower than the single cycle operation it can lead to a substantial 
saving in external hardware, which now does not have to hold the 
word count or current address in registers.
7.4 Requirements for the Control Interface
Considering just the case of positional control of the ion 
beam the requirements needed for control of the beam are some form 
of output signal from the computer to define the required beam 
position and possibly speed of beam movement.and a computer input 
to give instantaneous information on the beam position.
The beam deflection drive electronics requires an analogue 
signal. Hence two digital to analogue cdnverters. (D.A.C.'s) were 
connected to the computer. Also a circuit was connected to provide 
a digital signal defining the instantaneous beam position.
*7*4*1 Digital to Analogue Converters
Two 10 bit, relative weighting type, D.A.C.'s were interfaced 
to the computer. Each D.A.C. had a buffer register so that data 
could be entered from the ACC, using a specific command, and 
subsequent changes in the ACC would have no effect on the output 
of the D.A.C, •
One D.A.C. had a double buffer register. The first could be 
loaded from the ACC without changing the D.A.C. output. At some
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and hence change the D.A.C. output.
Thus it was possible to change both D.A.C.'s almost simultan­
eously by loading the single buffer and at the same time updating 
the double buffer.
By feeding the outputs of the D.A.C.'s directly to the 
deflection driving electronics the computer could move the beam.
Movement of the beam was accomplished by updating the D.A.C.'s, 
at preset intervals, one bit at a time. This resulted in a linear 
scan whose speed could be varied by .changing the interval between 
updating instructions.
7.4.2 Position Digitiser and Comparator
Information must be passed back to the computer defining the 
instantaneous beam position and some means of comparing the 
instantaneous position with the required beam position was needed.
The detection system used provides ten signals for each 
plane, with each line corresponding to one detection wire. Hence 
the beam is defined by a signal appearing on one of the lines. To 
make the interface easier the ten lines were reduced to a four 
bit binary code. This code could easily be compared, digitaly, 
with a four bit code transmitted by the computer to define the 
required beam position. Once equivalence was reached a signal was 
passed back into the computer to indicate coincidence.
Thus a typical sequence of events was as follows;
a) Load a four bit code into the comparator defining the required
beam position.
b) Start updating the D.A.C.'s, in the required direction, to
move the beam.
c) Check for coincidence.
Once coincidence had been reached new information could be 
passed to the comparator and another beam movement started.
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This chapter-will discuss the elements of the closed loop 
system and the software to drive the system.
8.1 Control Philosophy *
For complete control of the ion beam three main control loops 
would have been required. One for positional control, one for focus 
control and one for beam current control.
This investigation has concentrated on the positional control 
problem leaving the focus and beam current control loop for 
future studies.
Thus this chapter will deal with the equipment and software 
for positional control.
9.2 Po s i t iona.l Control
This can be divided into two distinct sections. The first is 
the system hardware comprising the electronic circuitry needed 
for detection, signal conditioning and computer communication. The 
second section consists of the software required to cause the ion 
beam to move in a prescribed manner.
8.2.1 Control Hardware
Figure 8.1 shows a general simplified schematic diagram of 
the control system.I
The signals derived from the wire grid are fed into the 
detector circuitry which determines the beam position. The 
detector outputs are processed by the conditioning circuits and 
passed on to the‘digital comparator. The comparator also receives 
signals from the computer and can inform the computer when the 
detector input equals the computer input.
The computer moves the beam by loading the D.A.C.'s with a 
digital code. The D.A.C. outputs are then fed into two high voltage 
amplifiers which are able to move the beam via the deflection 
plates. The subsequent beam movement causes a change in the signals 
from the wire grid and hence the loop is closed.
The detection circuitry was discussed in chapter 6, but to 
briefly recap the circuit output consists of 10 lines each of 
which changes from - 0*7 volts to + 4 volts when the appropriate 
wire is struck by the beam.
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Figure 8.1 The basic system layout for computer control 
of the ion beam position.
delays in the detection electronics it was possible to obtain a 4 
volt signal on two adjacent outputs when the beam was scanned ' 
quickly. This obviously could cause incorrect information to be 
passed to the computer, hence the conditioning circuit shown in 
figure 8.2 was devised.
Consider the case when all inputs to this circuit are at a 
level of - 0*7 volts, which corresponds to no incident beam. The 
conditioning circuit outputs are all at logic '1* level. If any 
one input, IN 7 say, moves to a level of + 4 volts, corresponding 
to a logic * 11, indicating that the beam is incidence on wire 7» 
then the output, OUT 7» will move to the logic *0* level. Thus if 
any single input receives a signal a corresponding signal appears 
at the appropriate output. If, however, any adjacent pair of inputs 
go to logic !1’ all outputs will be held at logic M 1.
Thus the beam is allowed to coast between wires without 
giving misleading information to the computer.
Although positional information is lost at the particular 
time when two inputs are at logic 11 • this is acceptable since it 
occurs only when the beam is moving fast, and is a transient 
condition.
The reason that the logic 'O’ level was used to indicate 
presence of the beam is that a 10 m. cable connects the condition­
ing circuit to the comparator and a logic *1* to logic *0' 
transition will move down a line with less distortion than a *0* 
to 111 transition. 19*20
The comparator circuit accepts the 10 signal lines from the 
conditioning circuit and converts this information into a four bit 
binary code, for ease of use. Each input line corresponds to a 
unique four bit code.
This four bit code is compared with another four bit code 
derived from the computer and corresponding to the required beam 
position.
Three output lines are derived from the comparator correspond­
ing to the two codes equal, the computer code greater and the 
computer code less.
At present only the * codes equal1 line is used and can be _
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Figure 8.2 The circuit used to avoid mis-detection of the 
ion beam position.
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the comparison. Note that the code supplied by the computer is the 
complement of the code required from the detectors. This reduces 
the amount of logic required in the comparators.
The computer also supplies information to the D.A.C.'s, in 
the form of a 10 bit digit?.! cod.e, to move the beam to the desired 
position.
To set the beam on a desired position a typical sequence of 
events would be as follows.
Assuming the two four bit codes, defining the X and Y 
coordinates of the desired beam position, are present within the 
computer the first action is to load the X coordinate code into 
the X comparator. The computer then decides whether the new 
position is greater or less than the present beam position, This 
determines whether the X D.A.C. has to be incremented or 
decremented.
Let us assume the new position is greater which requires the 
D.A.C. to be incremented. Since the computer has the latest X 
position stored in its memory, in the form of a 10 bit binary code 
suitable for the D.A.C., this can be incremented and loaded into 
the D.A.C. The cpmparator is now interrogated to determine if the 
beam has reached the desired position and if not the D.A.C. is 
incremented again. The comparator is now interrogated again.
The incrementation and comparator checking carries on until 
the comparator informs the computer that the new position has been 
reached.
An identical sequence of events are used for movement in the 
Y direction. .
The speed of movement of the beam is controlled by creating
a delay between successive D.A.C. updates.
The delay is generated by an idle loop in the programme whose 
duration can be controlled directly by the programme or by using
the switches on the computer front panel.
Thus the beam can be positioned at any point on the target 
grid with variable speed.
To create gaps in a line drawn by the beam the beam is caused 
to travel very quickly over the distance required for the gap.
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Figure 8.5 Schematic and circuit of the digital comparators.
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and gaps created by the beam moving quickly.
8.2.2 Control Software
The computer is the hub of the control system used in this 
investigation and the programmes, or software, held within the 
machine must be able to supply all the necessary control signals 
and make the correct decisions when required.
Beam movement is accomplished by using the D.A.C.’s and is 
a linear movement in one direction at a time. To acheive a linearly 
increasing or decreasing signal from the D.A.C.’s the input 
digital code must increase or decrease in discrete time intervals. 
This is easily acheived by creating a bidirectional software 
counter which is updated at time intervals determined within the 
computer. . »
To generate changes in the speed of beam movement two methods 
suggest themselves. The first is to change the amount that the 
counter is updated at every time interval. For example if the 
counter is updated by a factor of 2 to speed up the scan the 
updating step can be changed to 4 say. This will double the beam 
speed but there is a penalty to pay.
Consider figure 8.4 (a) which shows that the output of the 
D.A.C.'s is not a linear function but is made up of discrete steps. 
If the update factor is changed figure 8.4 (b) is the result. The 
steps are now much bigger which results in a series of spots 
drawn on the target rather than a continuous line.
The second approach is to leave the updating factor constant 
and change the time interval between updates.
Figure 8.4 (c)_ shows the output of a D.A.C, using this method. 
The spot now stays on a particular point on the target for an 
appreciable time but if the updating factor is kept small the 
spots can be made to overlap and a continuous line produced.
The variable time interval is easily acheived by using a 
variable software delay between D.A.C. updates.
This method was adopted for use in the control system.
The uniplanar direction of motion of the beam can be determined 
either by the softi/are, which compares the new position with the
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position. The comparator has three outputs corresponding to 
codes equal, one greater or one less.
There is very little difference in the time requirements for 
both methods and so to keep the hardware overheads low the software 
method was adopted, - .
The wire grid detector was a 10 by 10 array of wires and for 
identification purposes each wire in each plane was given a 
number between 1 and 10. The computer could identify the wire 
‘position required by placing a four bit binary code in the 
comparator which was the BCD equivalent of the decimal wire number.
After each increment or decrement of the D.A.C.'s input 
the computer interrogates the relevant comparator. If the equal 
condition is false the computer will continue to change the D.A.C. 
input biit if the equal condition is true it stops updating the 
D.A.C., and hence stops beam movement.
The next beam position is now extracted from the core and the 
procedure repeated.
A basic simple flowchart for this seek and find type of 
operation described above is shown in figure 8,5.
Two programmes have been developed for the system. The first 
is used to generate the required pattern by using a large screen 
cathode ray oscilloscope. This initially displays the intersection 
points of the 10 by 10 wire array and a marker representing the 
beam position. The marker position can be changed by typing 
instructions on the teletype attached to the computer. As the 
marker position is made to move it leaves behind a solid line, 
generated as described earlier, representing the required pattem. 
It is also possible to make the beam marker move without drawing 
a line on the c.r.o., which simulates a beam jump condition,
Once the required pattern has been drawn on the c.r.o. a 
punched paper tape is produced 'which contains all the information 
necessary for drawing the pattern.
The second programme is capable of generating the desired 
pattern at the wire grid either under direct manual control from 
the teletype or from the punched paper tape produced by the first 
programme. The second programme is also capable of defining the
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Figure 8.5 The basic flow diagram for computer pattern generation.
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input signals and prevent the beam from straying outside the wire 
grid.
The beam can be made to move at two speeds, the faster 
representing the jump condition specified in the first programme.
The programmes used are shorn in appendix II.
8.3 Beam Current Control
The beam current is controlled from the Van de Graaff 
generator control consol. Current variation is produced by varying 
the r.f. power fed to the gas source within the generator.
The beam is monitored continuously throughout an experimental 
run by means of a current integrator. If any change in beam 
current is noticed a manual adjustment at the consol has to be 
made.
In practice it has been found that the current varies no more 
than 5 % during any one experiment.
8.4 Beam Focus Control
Two sources of focus control are available. One is within 
the Van de Graaff generator and comprises a ring electrode 
which is mainly used for the extraction of the beam from the 
source but also has a focusing effect. The second is the 
quadrupole triplet mounted just before the target chamber.
Normal operating procedure is to leave the Van de Graaff 
generator focus control at a specific level, which has been 
determined expsrimentaly, and to use the quadrupoles to achieve 
a small spot size. The control voltages fed to the quadrupoles 
are independently variable and each is adjusted manually until the 
desired focus is acheived at the wire grid. The spot size is 
observed on a piece of quartz placed just before the wire grid 
and is minimised by adjustment of the quadrupole voltages.
The spot size obtainable from this system, at present, is 
aprroximately 1 by 0*5 mm.
It has been found that once the focus conditions have been 
set no resetting is required during an experimental run.
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There are several places in the control loop that fault
conditions can occur. Some can be detected by software and some
form of action taken but others can be classified as catastrophic 
and result in a complete breakdown of the system as it stands.
If the computer or the interface circuits fail obviously no 
control exists and the system is unusable.
Similarly a fault in the D.A.C.’s could result in an
uncontrollable system, however a malfunction would result in a
nonlinear beam movement‘which could be detected by the computer, 
by monitoring the digital signals sent to the D.A.C.’s.
A malfunction in the detector circuitry could also be detected 
in a similar manner.
No fault diagnosis software has been implemented since the 
main aim of the investigation was to gather information on beam 
positional control.
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This chapter shall examine the results obtained from various 
tests imposed on the system and shov/ the limitations of the 
present system.
System Measurements
The time available for this investigation was limited and 
allowed only beam position control to be evaluated. Static and 
dynamic tests were performed on this variable.
The complete system performance and the performance of 
individual loop elements v/ere investigated. This was to ensure 
that each element v/ould meet the basic requirements of the 
system and result in a workable system when connected together.
9*2 Performance of Individual Loop Elements
The complete loop consists of four main elements comprising 
the detector and pre-amplifier stage, the comparators, the digital 
to analogue converters and the deflection amplifiers.
The digital to analogue converters are commercial units and 
hence have a fixed response. The basic performance figures are as 
follows.
The analogue output can be made to swing between the limits 
of + 10 volts in 1*5 /isec. Thus for a full range step input the 
output will change at a rate of 13 volts per pisec. This is known 
as the slew rate.
The maximum rate at which the D.A.C. can be updated is 
defined by the speed of the computer which has a basic cycle 
time of approximately 1*5 usee., but since a minimum of two 
instructions are needed to update the D.A.C. the minimum update 
time is 3 /isec. These times are approximate because the computer 
operates in an asynchronous mode.
The D.A.C. can resolve 10 bits of binary information which 
means the minimum discrete output change is approximately 20 
millivolts. *
The comparator circuit was constructed from TTL logic 
circuits which have response times in the order of 10 nanoseconds 
for basic gates. Allowing-for propagation of the input signal
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delay between input and output is approximately 100 nanoseconds. 
As this is much lower than any other delay in the system this 
time delay was ignored.
9.2.1 The Detector Performance
The detector section outputs a digital signal indicating the 
presence of the beam at a predefined position. The positional 
accuracy of this indication depends primarily on two variables; 
one being the magnitude of the collected current and the other 
is any delay between the beam striking the detector and a digital 
positional signal being output.
3
The beam has an approximate Gaussian intensity profile which 
means that if the wire diameter is small compared with the beam 
diameter the current obtained from the wire also has an approx­
imate Gaussian profile as the beam scans across it.
The detector Schmitt triggers are activated when the input 
reaches a prescribed level. Consider the case shown in figure
9.1 where three values of beam current are depicted with a fixed 
trigger level for the Schmitt trigger. As can be seen with the 
higher beam current a wider output pulse is obtained from the 
Schmitt trigger. Thus under these conditions positional accuracy 
decreases with increasing beam current.
For this reason all tests were carried out at a fixed value 
of beam current, which was chosen as 100 nanoamps. This was 
within the operational range of the Van de Graaff generator and 
of sufficient magnitude to obviate the need for special equipment 
at the detector.
This current was low for normal electronic circuits and a 
major problem was the value of capacitance at the input of the 
detector circuitry. This capacitance causes delays because with 
the small currents used it takes a finite time to charge up.
As explained in section 6 . 5  there wps a significant delay 
in the detector but by suitable adjustment of the circuit a 
value of 2 p.sec. was obtained which was considered adequate for 
the initial investigation.
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Figure 9*2 Change in expected beam movement due to the 
masking effect of the slits*
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triggers was in the order of 100 p.sec. This long delay was 
traced to the operational amplifiers which had a low slew rate, 
because of their internal frequency compensation. Suitable 
faster amplifiers were not readily available at the time and so 
it was decided to proceed with .the investigation bearing in 
mind the long delays inherent in the detector circuitry.
9*2.2 Deflection Amplifiers
The requirement of the deflection amplifiers was to produce 
an output capable of traversing 'the range + 2000 volts from an 
input signal capable of traversing + 5 volts. The circuit design 
was discussed in chapter 5* The response of the amplifier was a 
critical factor in the feedback system. Figure 5*11» in section 
5.5t shows the variation of amplifier gain and phase shift with 
frequency. This shows the amplifier has a transfer function of 
the form
•  k_____
(s + aj.^s + b)
with the amplifier gain 5 db. point situated at approximately 
120 Hz. The values of ’a’ and ’b 1 derived from the experimental 
results were 1030 and 2589 respectively. These correspond to 
break points at approximately 164 Hz and 412 Hz. Theoretical 
"calculations gave results somewhat below the experimental values 
which can be accounted for by taking into account stray capacit­
ance within the circuit and the non ideal response of the 
operational amplifiers used.
Although the frequency response is low no circuit enhancement 
was performed as this response was considered good enough for 
the initial investigation. -
The values of *a* and *bf were mainly determined by the value 
of the integrator capacitance and the compensation used within 
the operational amplifier, hence these could be adjusted at a 
later date to improve the overall response.
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The stability of the beam position at the target depends 
upon the stability of the beam as it passes through the flight 
tube.
When the beam emerges from the accelerator it passes through 
the analysing magnet and is deflected down the appropriate flight 
tube. The energy of the beam fluctuates about a mean value 
because of discrete effects within the accelerator and hence the 
deflection angle after the analysing magnet varies, A feedback 
system is used to detect this variation and apply a correcting 
signal to the Van de Graaff accelerator to reduce the amount of 
variation.
With this feedback system in use the fluctuations in the 
energy of the accelerator, which causes the positional variation, 
can be reduced to + 2 KV. However for the normal operating 
conditions of the system, namely a deflection of 22-g-0 through 
the magnet, a minimum energy of 1*5 KeV, and a distance of 5 
between the magnet and the target, this energy variation results 
in a movement of 1*1.8 mm. at the target. See appendix I for the 
derivation of this movement.
In practice the actual movement of the beam at the target is 
not so severe because of the masking effect of the slits used to 
derive the feedback signals to the accelerator to stabilise the 
beam.
Consider figure 9.2 which shows the beam passing through the 
centre of the slits and onto the target at position 1. If the 
beam moves, due to an energy change within the accelerator, it 
should move to position 2 but the slits mask part of the beam 
and the centre of the beam appears to be at position 3* Hence 
the apparent beam movement is reduced but the amount of beam 
falling on the target is reduced. It can be seen, however, that 
if the beam is made wider so that part of the beam is always 
masked by the slits then the apparent beam movement can be reduced 
and the variation of beam current at the target, due to the beam 
being masked by the slits, kept to a low value.
Therefore there is a basic limitation on the inherent beam 
stability due to the operating conditions of the system.
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The measurements performed under this category were concerned 
with the response of the complete system to a steady input, 
corresponding to a stationary beam position, for each of the 
pick up wires. Since the system is inherently digital a beam 
incident upon one particular pick up wire should produce a 
present/not present signal at the output with no intermediate
i
states. This is dependent upon the beam current, as explained 
earlier, and by experiment a value of 50 nA. was found to‘be the 
minimum value of current which could be used to give repeatable 
results. Below this value the system performance became intermit­
tent and difficulty was experienced in maintaining a stable beam 
of constant current. Also very accurate setting of the detector 
amplifier was required. Hence a standard value of 100 nA. was 
adopted for all experimental runs, as monitored by a plate 
behind the wire grid and connected to a current monitor. To 
complement this a standard setting of the trim potentiometer 
within the detector pre-amplifiers was' adopted which produced an 
output of -1 volts at the output of the x10 amplifiers when no 
beam was striking a wire.
The relation between the deflection amplifier input voltage 
and the beam movement at the wire grid was also noted and is 
shown in figure 5*10» in section 5»5«
It can be seen that the input voltage required is much less 
than the maximum output of the D.A.C.’s and the relationship is 
not symmetrical.about 0 volts. The D.A.C. output and the deflect­
ion amplifier input difference was accounted for by placing a 
divide by 4 potentiometer between the two units so that the whole 
of the D.A.C. range can be used to obtain maximum sensitivity.
The non-symmetrical relationship of figure 5»10 was due to 
the mechanical position of the wire grid holder with respect to 
the centre of the beam line. Rather than move the wire grid, 
which would involve moving the whole target chamber, the 
asymmetry was automatically accounted for in the software used 
to drive the system.
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This investigation has been carried out with the eventual aim 
in mind of using a focused ion beam to actually 'draw1 a pattern 
of impurities upon a slice of semiconductor material and produce 
a complete electronic circuit. To be commercially viable the 
speed of the beam has to be as high as possible to obtain a high 
throughput- of devices. Hence the dynamic performance of the beam 
position control system was investigated.
9.5.1 The Response of the Pick Up Wire
If the beam is to stop at a predetermined position on the 
wire grid the wire at the grid position must absorb enough 
of the incident beam to produce a current to trigger the detection 
circuit.
As the beam approaches a wire a small current is initially 
detected which rises to a maximum when the beam is centralised 
on the wire and then falls to zero as the beam leaves the wire.
How the input of the preamplifier section can be considered to 
be as shown in figure 9*5.
The capacitance is the lead capacitance between the wire 
pick ups and the preamplifier, R^  and R^ are actual circuit 
components and is the circuit input capacitance plus any stray 
capacitance.
Consider a square wave input to this circuit. Since the 
circuit acts as a low pass filter the output waveform will have 
exponential rising and falling edges.
Figure 9.4 shows the response of the preamplifier to a square 
wave input at two different frequencies. The input is the bottom 
trace of each photograph. The frequency in figure 9*4 (a)-was 
20 KHz and in figure 9*4 (b) was 200 KHz. The effect of the 
capacitance can be clearly seen in figure 9.4 (b).
These results were obtained using a square wave generator to 
supply the input signal but the ion beam is able to deliver much 
less power into the circuit and hence the overall response is 
much worse. Figure 9*5 shows the response of the preamplifier as 
the beam is scanned across one particular wire.
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Figure 9*3 Equivalent circuit for the input of the beam 
detector circuit.
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TB = 10 usee./cm
Figure 9• 4 (a) Top trace: “Output of a detector fed with the
bottom trace.
Bottom traces Input square wave at 20 KHz.
Y1 = 0*2 V./cm
Y2 = 2 V./cm
TB = 1 usee./cm
Figure 9*4 (b) Top trace: Output of a detector fed with the
bottom trace.
Bottom trace: Input square wave at 200 KHz.
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preamplifier as the speed of scan is increased.
Two effects are immediately noticeable; one being the decrease 
in the preamplifier output as the scan speed is increased and the 
other being the very long 'tail* on the output pulse.
The decrease in the output-pulse is due to the ion beam not 
impinging .on the pick up wire long enough to supply sufficient 
charge to the input capacitance. Hence the voltage at the 
preamplifier input does not reach its maximum value, corresponding 
to the capacitor becoming fully charged.
This decrease in the preamplifier output is serious since the 
Schmitt triggers following the preamplifiers are level concious. 
Therefore if the preamplifier output is too small the Schmitt 
trigger will not switch and the beam will not be detected.
The long trailing edge of the output pulse is again due to 
the input capacitance of the preamplifier circuit. When the beam 
leaves the wire the input capacitance is still charged up and 
can only leak away through the high impedance bias circuit.
This has the effect of expanding the beam because the pre­
amplifier output pulses are wider than the input current pulses.
The long decay does produce other problems. Figure J.6 shows 
the preamplifier output as the beam is" scanned back and forth 
across a wire together with the associated Schmitt trigger output. 
As can be seen at this speed of scan the long tail of the pre­
amplifier pulse is holding the Schmitt trigger in its switched 
state long enough for the next pulse to arrive. Also if two 
adjacent wires are considered it is possible for the Schmitt on 
the first wire to be still switched as the second Schmitt is 
caused to switch. This can lead to an ambiguous signal fed back 
to the computer.
This problem was solved by interposing a circuit between the 
Schmitts and the comparator circuits such that two adjacent 
detector signals could not be at the same state. This circuit is 
shown in figure 8.2 and explained in section 8.2.1.
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Figure 9
/vu.
4 -f+ + Y1 = 1 V./cm.
•5 (a) Output of a detector with a beam scan rate 
of 2 seconds per scan.
++4+ Y1 = 1 V./cm.
► 5 (b) Output of a detector with a beam scan rate 
of 1 second per scan.
+-H -I- t-H -I H -H I I 11M fi i 11 n 11 Y1 = 1 V./cm.
,5 (c) Output of a detector with a beam scan rate 
of 0*3 seconds per scan.
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Figure 9.5 (d) Output of a detector with a beam scan rate 
of 0*1 seconds per scan*
w  4-1
Figure 9*5 (e) Output of a detector with a beam scan rate 
of 0*02 seconds per scan.
Y1 = 1 V./c]11n In 1i h -h -Ul I lit I HH
Figure 9.5 (f) Output of a detector with a beam scan rate 
of 0*01 secands per s.can.
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Y2 =
Figure 9*6 Top tracej Detector output as the beam is scanned
back and forth across one wire*
Bottom trace: Output of the Schmitt trigger stage 
following the detector showing the 
delay in the circuit.
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To determine the positional accuracy of the system when rapid 
beam movement is employed some means must be devised to produce 
quantised information of actual beam position when beam detection
has taken place.  ^ .
The approach adopted was to use the computer to generate the
signals required to move the ion beam. Position and speed are
thus under control of the computer. The computer must output a 
digital code to the D.A.C.’s to move the beam therefore when the 
beam detector circuit reports that the beam has reached the 
desired position the current code passed on to the D.A.C.'s can 
be used to represent the beam position.
Thus by causing the beam to scan across the wire grid in one 
plane, at various speeds, and printing out the D.A.C.’s input as 
the beam is detected at each wire the dynamic perfoimance can be 
assessed-.'
A programme was written to perform this operation, as shown 
in appendix II. The programme caused the beam to run a,cross the 
centre of the grid, in the horizontal plane, at various scan 
speeds. The speeds were entered by hand, via the switch register, 
and stored in the programme.
The programme•printed out the results in the form of a table, 
as shown in figure 9*7* The first column represents the speed of 
scan and the resulting columns represent the position of each wire 
in the grid at each scan speed.
Only the position of wires 2 to 9 were measured and wires 1 
and 10 were used by the programme to stop and reverse the beam 
direction.
Many experimental runs were performed to obtain a statistical 
average for estimating the beam performance.
To ease the interpretation of the results each was normalised 
in the following manner. For each wire position the code printed 
at the slowest scan speed was taken as a reference value. The 
subsequent beam position codes, for each scan speed, were then 
expressed as the difference between the reference value and the 
new value of the code. Thus the list shown in figure 9*7 was
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Wire no. 
Speed no.
2- 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0000 0162 0275 0401 0510 0604 0707'1001 1101
0001 0167 0500 0401 0511 0605 0705 1001 1101
0005 0166 0500 0402 0511 0605 0705 1001 1101
000? 0166 0277 0403 0511 0605 0706 1001 1101
0017 0166 0277 0402 0510 0604 0705 1001 1103
0037 0167 0277 0401 0510 0602 0704 1001 1100
0077 0163 0275 0401 0507 0602 0703 1000 1100
0177 0162 0274 0400 0505 0601 0703 0777 1077
0377 0161 0274 0377 0504 0601 0702 0777 1100
0777 0163 0273 0376 0505 0601 0701 0774 1077
1777 0162 0271 0375 0504 0600 0701 0775 1074
3777 01570271 -0376 0503 0577 0701 -0775 1075
7000 0160 0272 0401 0510 0604 0710 0777 1101
7400 0162 0274 0405 0513 0607 0711 1002 1103
7600 0165 0276 0411 0516 0612 0715 1006 1106
7700 0217 0323 0420 0523 0610 0704 0771 1063
7740 0230 0335 0427 0551 0621 0713 1000 1001
All numbers in octal 
Figure 9*7 A typical printout of the programme used to assess
the dynamic performance of the positional control 
system.
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Figure 9*9 shows how the speed codes listed on the left hand 
side of figures 9*7 and 9*8 relate to the true scan speeds.
A statistical analysis was made on these results 
and a graph plotted, for each wire, showing the-relation between 
the apparent beam position and the speed of scan. These graphs 
are shown in figure 9.10. The mean values of the beam position 
have been plotted and the standard deviation values shown as 
vertical lines at each plotted point, using the same values on 
the vertical axis.
The speed range covered by the graphs in figure 9*10 is code 
4000 to code 7400. In the range 0000 to 4000 the plot was 
substantiously flat, as shown in figure 9*11> and hence this range 
was not plotted.
The plots for each wire show that as the beam scan speed
increases the apparent beam position first shifts in a negative
direction and then very rapidly shifts in a positive direction.
The rapid positive shift occurs because of the delay in the 
feedback system to the computer. The beam has in fact started to 
leave the wire by the time the detector signal has reached the 
computer and stopped the updating of the D.A.C.’s.
The negative shift in beam position means that the beam has 
been detected whilst it is just impinging on the wire. The likely 
cause for this phenomena is the input capacitance of the detector 
stage. When-the beam strikes the wire it charges up this capacit­
ance and when the beam leaves the wire the charge must leak away.
It takes a finite time to charge and discharge this capacitance.
If the beam is scanned quickly it can return to a wire 
previously struck before the charge stored in the detector input 
capacitance has completely leaked away. Thus it will take less 
time to clmrge this capacitance to a level which will trigger the 
Schmitt trigger detectors. Thus the beam will be detected early 
and give a negative shift in the apparent beam position.
The units of-apparent movement on the graphs in figure 9»10 
correspond to a beam movement of approximately 1/70 mm. (0*014 mm)
As well as the beam position there is a possibility that the
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Wire no. 2 3 4 • 5 6 7 8 9
3peed no. 
0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0001 +5 +3 0 +1 +1 -2 0 0
0003 +4 +3 +1 +1 +1 -2 0 0
0007 4.4 +2 +2 +1 +1 -1 0 0
0017 +4 +2 +1 0 0 -2 0 +2
0037 +5 +2 0 0 -2 -3 0 -1
0077 +1 0 0 -1 -2 -4 -1 -1
0177 0 -1 -1 -3 -3 -4 -2 -2
0377 -1 -1 -2 -4 -3 -5 -2 -1
0777 +1 -2 -3 -3 -3 -6 -5 -2
1777 0 -4 ”4 -4 -4 -6 -4 -5
5777 -5 -4 -3 -5 -6 -6 -4 -4
7000 -2 -3 0 0 0 +1 -2 0
74000 0 -1 +4 +3 +3 +2 +1 +2
7600 +5 +1 +8 +6 +6 +6 +5 +5
7700 +29 +22 +15 +11 +4 -3 +8 +14
7740 +38 +32 +22 +33 +13 +4 -1 -64
Speed numbers are expressed in octal, all others in decimal
Figure 9,8 Conversion of figure 9.7 to a normalised table.
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Speed code Beam, scan rate
0000 1 sec./mm.
0001 1 sec./mm.
0003 1 sec./mra.
0007 1 sec,/mm.
0017 1 sec,/mm.
0037 1 sec,/mm.
0077 1 sec,/mm.
0177 0 920 msec./mra
0377 900 msec,/mm
0777 * ♦880 msec,/mm,
1777 800 msec,/mm,
5777 600 msec,/mm,
7000 * 120 msec,/ram,
7400 60 msec,/mm.
7600 30 msec./mm.
7700 2 msec./mm.
7740 1 msec./mm.
Figure 9*9 The relation between the digital speed codes 
shown in figure 9*7 and the actual scan speed 
of the beam.
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Figure 9*10 The following four pages show plots for.wires
2 to 9 in the grid indicating the average apparent 
change in beam position with scan speed and the 
standard deviation of the readings at each speed*
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devised to examine the beam focus at various scan speeds and at 
different parts of the wire pick up grid*
Consider figure 9•12 which shows the layout of the wire grid* 
Assume the ion beam is positioned at point 1, on the grid, 
initially. Now the digital comparator is loaded with position 2 
and the beam moves to position 2 where the D.A.C. input is printed 
by the computer. The beam is now caused to move to position 3 and 
the D.A.C. input code printed. The beam is now moved to position 
4 and then back to position 3* where the D.A.C. code is again 
printed. The beam is now. moved back to position 2 and the D.A.C. 
input code printed.
The beam is now moved to the top of the grid and the above 
procedure repeated at points 5»6>7 311 <3 8.
The beam is now moved to position 10, via position 9» where 
the D.A.C. input code is printed. The beam now moves to position 
11 and back to 10 where the D.A.C. input code is again recorded.
The beam is now moved back to position 1 and the whole 
procedure repeated.
The printed values obtained at points 2,3>6,7 an<^  "10 corres­
pond to coincidence with the beam approaching a pick up wire 
from the left and right. The difference between the left and 
right readings at each point gives an indication of the beam focus.
Thus this test measures the beam focus at the four comers 
and the centre of the grid. By varying the scan speed any change 
in beam focus can be determined.
The programme written to perform this test is shown in 
appendix II.
In the time available only two extended experimental runs were 
performed. Each run consisted of at least fifty scans over the 
wire grid at a fixed scan rate, for a number of different scan 
rates.
Figure 9*13 shows a typical printout from the programme for 
one scan over the grid. This was converted to focus information, 
as described earlier, and the result for the printout in figure
9.13 is shown in figure 9*14*
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2247 2653 2670 2266
2244 2650 2667 2263
2427 2452
2246 2653 2670 2265
2241 2646 2664 2263
2427 2453
Figure 9*13 A typical printout of the focus check programme 
for two scans over the wire grid.
Focus at position 2 = +15
3 = +13 
6 =  +15 
7 = +15 
10 = +19
Figure 9*14 Conversion of the first scan printout of figure
9.13 to focus information.
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performed to extract the mean value of focus and the standard 
deviation of the focus values obtained. Figures 9-15 and 9*16 
show plots of the variation of apparent beam diameter, or focus, 
with scan rate for the two experimental runs. These figures also 
show the standard deviation at each point as a vertical line, 
using the .same scale on the vertical.axis.
For each focus check point readings were taken at the slowest 
scan rate, equivalent to speed code 0000, and then from speed 
code 7000 to 7740. This jump from the slowest to the highest 
group of scan rates was done because very little change in beam 
focus was seen below the speed code 7000.
Figure 9.17 shows a superimposed plot of figures 9-15 and 
for each point on the grid where focus was tested.
The plots show that there seems to be a decrease in beam 
diameter as the scan rate increases. However this approaches and 
passes through zero to become negative.
This is clearly impossible as the beam cannot have a negative 
diameter. Clearly the plots are not showing a change in beam
diameter but some other effect.
It was seen earlier that there is an apparent change in beam 
position when the beam was scanned across a pick up wire at 
different scan rates. This movement was first negative then
positive, see figure 9*10, and so it would be expected that the
focus measurements, would show an increase as the scan rate 
increases and then decrease as the scan rate increased further.
In fact the focus plots obtained show no increase in beam 
focus but a gradual decrease as the scan rate increases.
Figure 9*18 shows a plot copied from figure 9*15 ^a) 'together 
with the expected plot using the readings from figure 9*10 Va)»
It can be seen that the curves have the same shape but are 
displaced vertically.
A possible explaination for this is that the pre-charging of 
the input capacitance of the detector circuit does not take place. 
There must be sufficient time for the capacitance to discharge 
before the beam strikes the wire again. This is certainly true’ 
for points 2 and 6 on the grid in figure 9-12 since the beam has
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Figure 9*15 The five plots show the variation of measured
beam diameter with scan speed at the five points 
on the wire grid shown in figure 9*12. The 
standard deviation of the measured values at 
each speed is also shown on the graph.
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at position 2 or 6 but not for positions 3» 7 or 10. However 
at these positions the beam passes to the next wire in the grid 
stops and reverses. Thus there is a time gap between the beam 
striking the wire from both directions which will allow the 
capacitor to discharge.
Close examination of the curves in figures 9*15 and does
show a difference in the magnitude of the focus readings between 
measurement positions 2 (9*15 d) and 3 (9*15 c); 6 (9.15 b) and 
7 (9*15 a). This is also true of figures <),J\G d and c and figure 
9.16 b and a.
The apparent negative beam diameter at high scan rates is 
due to the beam overshooting the wire as explained earlier. Thus 
a positional reading obtained when the beam approaches from the 
right is greater than the reading approaching from the left.
Figure 9*17 shows a superimposed plot of all the focus plots 
for each position monitored. It shows very little spread of focus 
over the grid. Hence there is no change of focus over the grid 
for a given scan rate.
9.6 Pattern Generation Test
The control of the beam position is the major step towards 
pattern generation thus to test the system it is necessary to 
draw some simple patterns on the wire grid.
This was approached as a two step process. First some means 
of creating and coding the pattern had to be developed and then 
the coding so produced used to actually draw the pattern on the 
wire grid.
For the first step the computer was used to generate a 10 by 
10 array of crosses on a large screen c.r.t. to represent the 
100 crossing points of the wire grid. A small square was generated 
to represent the ion beam position. This could be moved from 
cross to cross 011 the screen by typing appropriate commands on 
the teletype.
Two types of movements could be simulated; the first caused 
a solid line to be generated behind the square as it moved and in 
the other mode no line was generated. The first mode represented
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■beam jumping, or moving very quickly, to the next position 
where a line was required.
Y/hen the required pattern had been produced a punched paper 
tape was generated by the computer which contained the codes 
needed to guide the ion beam via the second programme. This 
second programme contained all the necessary control functions to 
enable the beam to be moved over the grid to 'draw' the pattern 
stored on the input tape. It was also able to obey commands 
from the teletype which allowed the*pattern to be altered if 
necessary.
The two programmes are shown in appendix II.
Figure 9*19 shows a typical result of using the first 
programme. The 10 by 10 array of crossing points can be seen 
along with a simple pattern composed of three rectangles. Note 
there are no solid lines between the rectangles and for clarity 
a large square has been filled at the .edge of the array.
A separate process for drawing the required pattern with the 
ion beam was necessary because only two D.A.C.’s were connected 
to the computer and so it was impossible to generate the pattern 
simulation and the actual pattern simultaneously.
Figure 9*20 shows the analogue signals generated by the 
D.A.C.’s to draw the required pattern on the wire grid. It can 
be seen that the pattern is not complete. Some gaps and discont­
inuities are evident. This was initially attributed to the 
inherent innacuracy of the position detection because the beam 
is detected before it reaches the centre of the wire. Therefore 
there will always be some discrep'ency between the analogue 
signals needed to place the beam on a given wire when approaching 
from different sides. However subsequent examination of the 
programme written to.perform this operation has shown that an 
error exists in the programme. This had the effect of sometimes 
changing the code output to the D.A.C.’s. This would not effect 
the generation of a solid line on the grid but could produce 
errors when the beam is moving quickly between lines.
The jump condition used between drawn lines was simulated by 
causing the beam to travel much faster than when drawing a solid 
pattern line.
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, Figure 9*20 Pattern generated on the wire grid using the 
information from the programme generating 
figure 9*19*
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This chapter will discuss the performance of the system with 
respect to the original aim of the project and suggest possible 
improvements.
10.1 Performance of the Present System
The system constructed has fulfilled the main objectives of 
the project even though in a crude manner. It has been possible 
to move the beam over a target to predetermined positions on 
that target. Some measure of control 'has been achieved over the 
rate of beam movement.
Simple patterns have been generated on the target, under 
computer control, and it has been possible to use the computer 
to ease the task of the initial stage of pattern generation.
Through analysis of the present system the main areas where 
problems have occured and where improvements can be made have 
been identified and the rest of this chapter will deal with 
these areas by demonstrating the restrictions and presenting 
methods for improvement.
10.2 Performance of Focus and Current
Before discussing the positional control system a brief 
mention of beam focus and current manipulation together with 
possible method of closed loop control will be made.
At present ^he beam focus and current control are of the
/ ’ "!
’set and forget1 variety. The focus is altered by preseting 
voltages on the'pole 'pieces of the focusing system and the 
current by adjusting the extraction voltage of the source within 
the Van de Graaff generator.
These procedures were good enough for this initial attempt 
at control but long term drift on both parameters would be 
objectional for future, more precise, systems.
At worst these parameters had to be reset every hour during 
an experimental run but in some instances once the values had 
been set no drift was discemable all day.
Beam current control could be achieved most easily by 
collecting the beam striking the target and passing this into a 
current monitor, which measures the current directly. This could
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console control system, and maintain the current at a predetermined 
value. A problem could occur with short term fluctuations 
because at present old valve circuits are used in the main 
control console and in the Van de Graaff top terminal. These have
a slow response and the controls are mainly actuated by motor 
driven rheostats and Selsyn remote links with inherent inaccuracy.
Beam focus control presents a much bigger problem. The present 
method is to observe the beam as it impinges on a quartz screen 
placed just in front of the target, and adjust four potentiometers 
until a minimum spot size is achieved. The potentiometers are
>
used to attenuate the voltages derived from two commercial high 
voltage power supply units.
This is stable enough for present operations but any change 
in the Van de Graaff parameters causes a change in beam focus.
Closed loop control of focus becomes mainly a problem of
21 22measurement. Standard methods used on other systems, * where 
focus is a problem, rely on measuring the rate of change of the 
edge of the beam profile. Usually this is achieved by running 
the beam across a thin wire or a very sharp edge of hard metal, 
and monitoring the rate of change of current picked up behind the 
wire or edge. This however precludes a'continuous closed loop 
system since measurements, cannot be taken whilst the. beam is 
actually at work drawing a pattern. Note that a master slave 
beam system has been proposed and it is not practical to obscure 
the true target by wires or pieces of metal.
Other approaches have been investigated where the focus can
23be monitored from back scatter from a rough target. The slices 
of silicon, or other semiconductor materials, used are usually 
very smooth which is a drawback. Also the target surface must 
be uniform for consistent results but the beam causes surface 
damage which would again cause problems.
These problems could possibly be overcome by using a 
sophisticated hill climbing control system which continuously 
determines the optimum control system performance.
The poles of the focusing quadrupoles require high voltages,, 
up to 4 KV. has been used, which requires special controllable 
high voltage supplies.
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mains supply is rectified to produce approximately 400 volts d.c. 
This is then chopped at a high frequency and fed into a high 
frequency step up transformer. The output of this is then 
rectified and smoothed to provide a high voltage d.c, output.
This method is fine for fixed voltage levels or very slow 
variations but if fast changes are required the chopping frequency 
and output smoothing provide severe limitations.
One possible solution is to use a modification of the 
deflection plate drivers to provide controllable signals up to a 
voltage of 5 KV.
10.3 Limitations of the Positional Control System
There are two main factors which 'directly influence the 
positional accuracy. The first is the physical accuracy of the 
wire grid construction and the second the trigger setting of the 
detection circuitry.
The ten wires arrayed on each axis were assembled by using 
a special jig. The jig arrangement is shown in figure 10,1. The 
wire was wound around the jig pins as shown in the figure and 
the pin dimensions and stagger ensured that the ten wires were 
held parallel. However, to ensure the wires were straight and 
parallel considerable tension had to be applied via the clamping 
screws.
The wires were attached to the supports by using araldite as 
a potting compound. The supports themselves were bonded to a 
backplate to fix their position and spacing. The araldite takes 
approximately one day to cure completely at room temperatures. 
Elevated temperatures were not employed because of the risk 
of differential expansion of different parts of the jig and grid 
assembly. The wire tension had to be maintained throughout the 
whole of the curing period to prevent wire movement.
With.each group of wires assembled in this manner the groups 
then had to be bonded together with the wires running at right 
angles* This was a more difficult problem than ensuring the wires 
were parallel and although the jig had facilities for holding each 
wire plane at right angles in practice great care had to exercised 
with the bonding.
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Figure 10,1 Use of the jig for construction of the wire 
pick up grid.
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Figure 10.2 Distortion of the detector output due to hysteresis 
the hysteresis used to compensate for the ion 
beam current jitter.
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between wire groups up to 3 degrees off the true 90 degree angle 
required.
The wires used for the grid were 5 thou, diameter tungsten.
After some time in the target chamber it was noticed that the 
wires were coloured with a brown deposit. This was traced to 
residue oil vapour in the flight tube from the vacuum systems.
The ion beam impinges on this vapour as it passes through the 
flight tube and ’cracking* takes_ place with the vapour being 
split and the carbon constituent is carried along with the beam 
and deposited on the wire grid.
No noticeable change occured in the wire grid response, 
because of the carbon layer, during the period of use. However 
the total time of use of each grid was comparatively short since 
the accelerator was available only one day a week and possibly 
prolonged use would show any adverse effects of this carbon 
layer.
In some initial experiments with the beam a very high power 
beam was allowed to impinge on the grid which caused excessive #
heating of the wires and consequent buckling. In normal use the 
beam current was kept fixed at a value of 100 nA. and no buckling 
was evident on grids removed from the target chamber after 
prolonged, use.
The beam detection circuit operates in a level sensing mode.
With' a fixed beam current the detectors were adjusted such that 
they gave a beam present signal when the current picked up by a 
wire was near its maximum value. The problem was to ensure that 
the circuit switched when the current picked up .was as large as 
possible, for a fixed beam current, but to allow for any beam •
current fluctuations.
The closer the switching threshold can be placed to the peak 
of the received current the greater the positional accuracy of 
the beam. Figure 10.2 (aj shows an ideal beam profile and the 
desired threshold switching level. Figure 10.2 (b) shows the 
practical beam profile and the effect of having the trigger 
levels with hysteresis. It can be seen that the detector output
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is due to the unwanted fluctuations in the beam current. With 
the present system the accuracy was limited by these fluctuations 
as shown in chapter 9*
For the system used at present the analogue signals generated 
by the computer, via the D.A.C.’s, has little effect on the over­
all accuracy of beam positioning. The minimum voltage change 
obtainable from the D.A.C.'s correspond to approximately one 
thousandth of the grid width, which corresponds to approximately 
one hundredth of a millimeter. If the full 12 bit capability of
the computer were used an accuracy of approximately 400 steps 
between the wires in the grid could be achieved.
10.4 Suggested Improvements for the System
The system in operation at. present has shown that it is 
possible to detect and control the position and movement of an 
ion beam. However substantial improvements could be made to the 
system.
10.4.1 Improvements to the System Components
The first link in the chain of control elements is the 
detection circuitry. The method used relies heavily on the 
absolute value of the beam current and because of the fluctuat­
ions in this current the positional resolution is limited.
A different method would have to be used for future systems. 
The most likely method is one of comparison. If a signal is 
derived corresponding to the instantaneous value of total beam 
current falling on the target and this is compared with the 
signal from a pick up wire the effect of beam current fluctuat­
ions could be cancelled. -
This method effectively produces a variable trigger level 
corresponding to the value of total beam current. The easiest 
way of monitoring the total beam current would seem to be to use 
two techniques. One to monitor the beam fluctuations, possibly 
by induction as described in chapter 6, and the other to provide 
a d.c. signal corresponding to the mean value of the received 
current. The latter could be easily accomplished by using a large
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The conversion of the detection signals to digital form is 
straightforward and does not need improvement. Similarly the 
digital comparators are simple basic devices and are perfectly 
adequate for the job.
One control signal not yet generated, or used, is one that 
gives an indication of the speed of beam movement. This could 
easily be done by timing the interval between signals from 
adjacent pick up wires,.At present the speed of beam sweep is 
governed entirely by the computer, in an open loop manner.
This task would be best passed to an external device whose swreep 
speed could be controlled by a signal from a speed monitoring 
circuit.
10.4*2. Improvements to System Operations :
To use a focused ion beam for generating a pattern of dopant 
upon a slice of semiconductor material several fundamental 
variables have to be closely controlled. These are position, 
current, focus and beam energy. The present system has concent­
rated on position only but various methods have been suggested 
for controlling the other variables. One important factor has 
not yet been broached and that is the optimum use of the computer, 
which is essentially a serial control device, to control four 
variables simultaneously.
Obviously a priority must be attached to each variable and 
some method for queueing operations derived.
Before discussing this problem some assumptions will have to 
be made. A control method must exist for each variable and the 
total beam current measured. Also some means exists for measuring 
the beam focus at each pick up wire.
Nowt as the beam moves it spends some of its time in between 
the pick up wires. Under this condition there is no signal 
available to determine the absolute beam position in one plane.
A signal will be generated in the other plane, however, as the 
beam moves so that the beam position is not completely lost.
The beam current and energy can be continuously monitored,
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variables are more important than position or focus because they 
directly effect the conditions of doping of the target. If the 
beam is diffuse it can be scanned several times over the target
to ensure the correct amount of doping. This is not true for beam
energy and current because of second order effects.
Hence the beam current and energy must carry a higher priority 
than position or focus.
Nov; consider the type of signals which the computer would 
have to deal with, a possible basic.list is as follows:
a) The beam has reached the desired position
b) The beam has reached the edge of the grid without finding
the desired position
c) The beam scan rate is not correct
d) The beam focus is not correct
e) The beam current is not correct
f) The beam energy is not correct .
The computer would have to recognise these signals and deal 
with them in an appropriate manner.
It is obvious that some of these signals are more important 
than others. For instance if signal 'a1 was received and being 
attended to but signal 1f1 appears the computer must stop the 
beam seeking the new position and bring the beam energy back 
to the correct value.
Most of the above signals would be from circuitry which, would 
normally operate v/ithout any direct intervention from the computer, 
apart from updating or error correction.
A possible system layout for a system with complete process 
control is shown in figure 10.3 along with the relevant signal 
paths.
The current and energy control loops are self contained and 
only communicate with-the computer when initial values are being 
set or the variables pass out of the control range of these loops, 
in this case the computer must be able to take over control and 
bring the rogue variable back under control or if this is not 
possible stop all action and inform the operator of the error • 
condition.
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Figure 10.3 Block diagram for future system enhancement.
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Figure 10.4 Early linear ramp generator which would stop 
when the*desired position was reached.
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focus can only be assessed at set points the computer must be 
able to intervene if for instance the positional loop indicates 
that the beam is stuck between wires.
The positional loop must have a regular communication with 
the computer to update its positional information from the pattern 
held in the computer core store. However once a new position has 
been passed from the computer to the control loop the loop is 
self supporting and requires no more information from the computer, 
until this position has been reached.' This loop will also supply 
speed information to the computer at regular intervals. Although 
even this could be entirely handled by the control loop by timing 
the interval between wires and a message sent to the computer 
only when the speed is out of bounds. ,
By utilising such a system as in figure 10.3 the computer is 
left with a lot of spare time which is desireable since many 
calculations can be performed in readiness for the next operation.
10.5 Initial Generation of the Pattern
Since the required pattern is stored in digital form it seems 
sensible to use the computer to initiate the pattern in some 
manner. Some attempts were made to do this and considering the 
time and equipment limitations the results were quite successful. 
The method employed was outlined in section 9*6.
The patterns generated were simple straight line figures with 
the lines in two axis only. The lines were generated by what were 
effectively digital integrators. Now in an initial stage of this 
project analogue line generators were built and tested. Figure
10.4 shows a schematic of the circuit used, and operates as 
follows. If V^n is equal to then the input voltage to the
integrator is zero and the output voltage is constant. If the 
input voltage changes the comparator will sv/itch and place a 
defined voltage at the input of -the integrator. The output will 
now change at a constant rate in such a manner that the output 
voltage v/ill eventually become equal in magnitude to the input 
voltage but of oposite sign. When this happens the comparator
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maintain a constant voltage. The zero condition of the comparator 
is detected and a signal passed back to the computer to indicate 
that the line is completed.
New information can now be passed to the circuit and a new 
line drawn.
In practice this circuit worked adequately except for small 
changes of input voltages. The circuit would not draw small 
lines. This was traced to the offset voltage inherent in the 
comparator, which means that the difference in level between the 
input and output voltages had to be greater than a certain value 
defined by the input offset of the compara-tor. This problem can 
only be remedied by using better more costly comparators.
Hence a digital approach was adopted for line generation.
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Calculation of beam movement at the target due to inherent 
instability of the ion beam energy.
Consider a particle of mass m (Kg) and possesing a charge of 
e coulombs emerging from an accelerating system.
It will possess a velocity u, which can be defined as;
where V is the accelerating voltage.
Now when this particle enters a magnetic field of strength
Thus the radius of curvature of the particle path is dependent 
upon the energy of the particle.
Consider figure A1.1 where a particle of energy is entering 
the magnetic field. It passes through the magnetic field and 
strikes the target at point X^. The path through the magnetic 
field is an arc of radius OA.
Now.consider the same particle but this time with an energy 
It will describe an arc through the magnetic field of radius 
0*A and strike the target at point
In the following calculations it has been assumed that the 
difference in positions of the beam when it exits from the magnetic 
field, at the two energy levels, is extremely small. Hence this 
is considered to be one point.
Figure A1.2 shows a more detailed picture of the geometry 
involved in this calculation.
Now Sin y = h
m/sec.
B webers/m. it will describe a circular path whose radius r is 
defined as;
metres.
Hence
OA
Sin ( 0 - ) h
00*
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VSdUL ft ^  —  W  ft 1^0.44 ^  —  £  J
a= 00f .(Sin© .Cos y - Cos©.Sin ^  )
However y is very small and so
Sin y t£t 0 and Cos y 1 
Therefore OA.Sin y = 00f. Sin©
If y is small then Sin y =£ Tany d
Therefore d - D.00'.Sin 0
OA
Now X0» as XO + 00*
Therefore O'A.Cos(0 - y ) = OA.Cos© + 00*
Therefore 00* = 0'A.(Cos© .Cos y + Sin©.Sin y) - OA.Cos ©
But Cos y =£■ 1 and Sin y ^  0
Therefore 00* = (0*A - 0A).Cos 9
Therefore d « JD_.(0'A - OA)i:Sin0.Cos 0
OA
as-D. (0*A - 1 ).Sin6 .Cos ©
OA
Now OA as 1. l2SfA.m
<1
J_ / .V.  
B J~q
0*A = 1_. [ 2 ^ Z
B v/ q
Therefore 0fA = /2.Vg.m.q = I Y^
0A / 2.Vr m.q " / Vn
Therefore d = D.( /_y2 - l).Sin0.Cos©
vi"
For this experiment D = 5 m., = 1.5 MeV, = 1.502 MeV
and 0  -= 22j°.
Therefore d = 5.( /1.502 - l).Sin 22^0.Cos 22j°
7 1.5
as 1.18 mm.
Thus a change of energy of 2 KeV, in 1.5 MeV, results in a 
movement of 1.18 mm. of the beam at the target.
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Magnet
Field strength = B
Figure A1.1 Beam movement due to change in beam energy.
X A
0
0»
Figure A1.2 Expanded section of figure A1.1
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This shows the four main programmes used in this investigation 
in the form of flow charts and listings of the source codes*
The four programmes covered are: Beam Position9 Beam Focus 
Cheeky Beam Pattern Generation end Beam Movement.
Many small test programmes were written during the investigation 
but since many of these are incorporated in the four programmes 
listed they have not been shown seperately.
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This programme allows the operator to specify an X and Y.wire, 
in the wire grid, and the rate of movement of the beam. Using this 
information the control system will move the beam to the specified 
coordinate at the requested speed.
The programme was used for an initial investigation of the 
control system and the software needed to drive it.
A flow chart of the programme together with a source listing 
are shown on the following pages.
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Initialise
Teletype
Clear current 
beam position 
registers
i
Clear update 
registers
Find limits 
of wire grid
Set output 
registers to 
corner of grid
Ask for X 
position
Store reply
Ask for Y 
position
Store reply
i
Ask for speed 
code
Store reply
Move the beam to the 
defined position at 
the requested speed
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/BEAN
*0200
BEGIN*
LI*
L6*
L2*
L3*
LAj
L5*
POSITION PROGRAMME
CLA ' CLL 
KCC 
TLS 
DCA X 
DCA Y 
DCA UPX 
DCA UPY 
JMS.I PDFF 
TAD XI 
DCA OPX 
TAD Y1 
DCA OPY 
• JM S I P B X .
JMS I PRNMB 
DCA XP 
JMS I PBY 
JMS I PRNMB 
DCA YP 
JMS I PBS 
JMS I PRSPD 
DCA SC 
TAD XP 
CIA 
TAD .X 
SZA
JMP.L2 
TAD YP 
CIA 
TAD Y 
SZA
JMP L7 
JMP LI 
SMA CLA 
JMP L 3 
I AC
DCA UPX 
TAD X2 
DCA' EDGE 
JMP LA 
CM A
DCA UPX 
TAD X 1 
DCA EDGE 
TAD XP’
CMA 
6602 
CLA CLL 
1 AD OPX 
CIA
1 APE 1.
/INI 71ALISE 
/1 7 Y •
/CLEAR CURRENT 
/POSN. REG'S.
/CLEAR UPDATE 
/REG/S*
/DEFINE GRID SIZE. 
/SET
/OUTPUT REG*S.
/TO EDGE 
/OF GRID.
/ASK FOR X POSN. 
/READ POSN.
/STORE X POSN. .
/ASK FOR Y POSN. 
/READ POSN.
/S70RE Y POSN.
/ASK FOR SPEED.
/READ SPEED.
/S70RE SPEED CODE. 
/BEAM AT 
/REQUIRED 
/X POSN ?
/NO.
/YES - BEAM 
/AT REQUIRED 
/Y POSN ?
/NO •
/YES - GET NEW POSN. 
/NEW POSN. > OLD ? 
/NO.
/YES - SET 
/X UPDATE = +1. -
/SET EDGE 
/CHECK.
/SET X
/UPDA7E = - 1.
/SET EDGE 
/CHECK.
/SET X
/COMPARATOR
/TO KEOD. POSN. .
/BEAM REACHED 
/EDGE OF
L7
LB.
LI 0.
L9
TAD EDGE 
SNA CLA 
JMS I PERRX 
TAD OPX 
TAD UPX*
6556 
DCA OPX 
JMS I PDEL 
6601 
JMP L 5 
TAD XP 
DCA X 
JMP L 6 
SMA CLA 
JMP LB 
I AC
DCA UPY 
TAD Y 2 
DCA EDGE 
JMP L 10 
CM A
DCA UPY 
TAD Y 1 
'DCA EDGE 
TAD YP 
CM A 
6612- 
CLA CLL 
TAD OPY /BEAM. 
CIA 
TAD 
SNA 
JMS 
TAD 
TAD 
6551 ‘
DCA OPY 
JMS I PDEL 
661 1 
JMP L9 
TAD YP
/GRID ?
EDGE
CLA
I PERRY
OPY
UPY
DCA Y 
JMP L I
X, 0000
Y, 0000
UPX* 0000
UPY , 0000
OPX, 0000
OPY, 0000
XP, 0000
YP, 000 0
EDGE, 0000
PAUSE 
F •
/YES. 
/NO - 
/X
/POSN
UPDATE
/DELAY.
/POSN. REACHED ? 
/NO.,
/RESET CURRENT 
/X POSITION. 
/YES.
/NEW POSN. > OLD 
/NO.
/YES - SET 
/Y UPDATE = +1. 
/SET EDGE 
/C H E C K .
/SET Y
/UPDATE = -1. 
/SET EDGE 
/CHECK.
/SET Y 
/COMPARATOR 
/TO REGD. POSN.
REACHED 
/EDGE 
/GRI D
/NO - 
/Y
/POSN
OF
UPDATE
/DELAY
/POSN. REACHED ?
/NO.
/RESET CURRENT 
/Y POSITION.
'/YES - GET NEW POSITIONS
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BX, 0000
TAD KX 
JMS WRITE 
JMS POS 
JMP I BX 
KX, 0330
BY, 0000
TAD KY 
JMS WRITE 
JMS POS 
JMP I BY 
KY, • 0331
POS, 0000 ,
TAD LST 
DCA LP 
TAD NC 
DCA CNT 
TAD I LP 
ISZ LP 
JMS WRITE 
ISZ CNT 
JMP .-4 
•JMP I POS 
R N M B , . 0000
JMS READ 
JMS NUM 
JMP •-2 
JMS ECHO 
AND MSKl 
DCA SAV 
R3, JMS READ .
TAD MCR /= . CR ? 
SZA
JMP R 1 
R2., JMS CRLF
TAD SAV 
JMP I RNMB 
Rl, TAD MD ' ,
SZA CLA 
JMP R3 .
CMA
TAD SAV 
SZA CLA 
JMP R3 
TAD K 10 
DCA SAV 
TAD K2 60 
JMS WRITE
/ASK FOR X POSN. 
/WRITE "X".
/WRITE "POSN” . 
/RETURN.
/ASK FOR Y POSN. 
/WRITE ,"Y".
/WRITE "POSN".
/WRITE "POSN".
/SET START 
/OF LI ST 
/SET LIST 
/LEN G T H .
/GET CHAR.
/WRITE CHAR.
/LIST FINISHED ?
/NO
/YES- RETURN.
/READ POSN.
/READ CHAR1.
/IS CHAR NUMBER (1 - 9). 
/NO - IGNORE.
/WRITE CHAR.
/RETAIN LAST 4 BITS. 
/STORE
/READ CHAR. '
/NO
/YES
/RESTORE CHAR. 
/RETURN.
/CHAR = ZERO ?
/NO - IGNORE.
"/YES - FIRST 
/CHAR '.= 1 ?
/NO - IGNORE. 
/YES - SET POSN. 
/= 1 0.
/WRITE 0
/BEAM POSITION PROGRAMME TAPE 2. 
*0400
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NUM*
BS*
RSPD* 
RSI 3
RS3*
RS2*
JMP R2 
0000
DCA TEMP 
TAD TEMP 
TAD M261 
SPA CLA 
JMP I NUM 
TAD TEMP 
TAD M271 
SMA SZA CLA 
JMP I NUM 
ISZ NUM 
TAD TEMP 
JMP I NUM 
.0000 
TAD S T 1 
DCA LP 
TAD LL1 
DCA CNT 
TAD I LP 
ISZ LP 
JMS WRITE 
ISZ CNT 
JMP .-4 
JMP I BS 
0000
DCA SPD . 
TAD M4 
DCA SPCT 
JMS READ 
JMS OCT 
JMP RS2 
JMS ECHO 
AND MSK2 
DCA TEMP 
TAD SPD 
RAL CLL 
RTL CLL 
TAD TEMP 
DCA SPD 
ISZ SPCT 
JMP RSI 
JMS CRLF 
TAD SPD 
JMP I RSPD 
TAD MCR 
SZA CLA 
JMP RSI 
JMP RS3
/RETURN. 
/NUMBER C H E C K .
/CHAR < 261 ?
/YES - CHAR NOT NUMBER. 
/NO - 'CHAR 
/> 271 ?
/YES - CHAR NOT NUMBER. 
/NO.
/RETURN.
/ASK FOR SPEED.
/SET START .
/OF LIST.
/SET LIST 
/LENGTH.
/READ SPEED.
/CLEAR SPEED REG. 
/SET SPEED 
/COUNT.
/GET CHAR.
/= OCTAL NUMBER- ? 
/NO.
/YES - WRITE CHAR. 
/RETAIN LAST 3 BI TS* 
/STORE
/ A 'NUMBERS READ ?
/NO
/YES
/RETURN.
/CHR = CR. ?
/NO - IGNORE.
/YES - RETURN.
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OCT*
DEL*
ERRX*
ERRY*
PAUSE
0000 /OCTAL NUMBER CHECK.
DCA TS1 
TAD TS.l
TAD M2 60 * /CHAR > OR = 260 ?
SPA CLA
JMP I OCT /NO - CHAR NOT OCTAL NUMBER.
TAD TS1 /YES - CHAR '
TAD M267 /< OR = 267 ?
SMA SZA CLA .
JMP I OCT /NO.
ISZ OCT /YES
TAD TSl 
JMP I OCT
0000 /DELAY ROUTINE.
TAD- SC '
DCA CHK 
ISZ CHK 
JMP .-1 
JMP I DEL 
0000 
HLT 
0000 
HLT
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/BEAM 
*0 600 
DEF*
POSITION PROGRAMME TAPE 3
DF1
DF2.
DF3.
DF4.
0000 
TAD Z1 
655 6 
CLA CLL 
TAD BE 
CM A 
6612 
CLA CLL 
I AC 
6551 
I SZ DL 
JMP .-1- 
6611 
JMP DF1 
DCA Y 1 
TAD TE 
CM A .
6612 
CLA CLL 
TAD Y 1 
I AC 
6551 
I SZ DL 
JMP .-1 
661 1 
JMP DF2 
DCA Y 2 . 
TAD Z1 
6551. 
CLA CLL 
TAD BE 
CM A 
6602 
CLA CLL 
I AC 
655 6 
I SZ DL 
J m p  .-i 
6601 
JMP DF3 
DCA XI 
TAD TE 
CMA 
6602 
CLA CLL 
TAD XI 
I AC 
6556
/DEFINE GRID SIZE.
/GET BEAM ZERO P O S I T I O N . 
/LAOD X DAC.
/GET. FIRST WIRE POSITION. 
/LOAD Y COMPARATOR.
/LOAD Y DAC.
/DELAY .
/I ST WIRE REACHED ? .
/NO - UPDATE Y DAC*
/YES - STORE POSITION CODE. 
/GET LAST WIRE POSITION.
/LOAD Y COMPARATOR.
/GET LAST BEAM POSITION. 
/UPDATE.
/LOAD Y DAC.
/DELAY
/LAST WIRE REACHED ?
/NO - UPDATE Y DAC- 
/YES - STOKE POSITION CODE. 
/GET BEAM ZERO POSITION 
/LOAD Y DAC.
/GET 1 ST WIRE POSITION. 
/LOAD X COMPARATOR.
/LOAD X DAC.
/DELAY.
/I ST WIRE REACHED. ‘
/NO ~ UPDATE X DAC.
/YES - STORE POSITION CODE. 
/GET LAST WIRE POSITION.
/LOAD X COMPARATOR.
/GET- LAST BEAM POSITION. 
/UPDATE. ‘
/LOAD X DAC.
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DF5*
DF6*
I SZ •DL
JMP .-1
6601
JMP D FA
DCA X2
TAD Y 1
AND MSK3
DCA . Y1
TAD Y 2
AND MSK3
DCA Y 2
TAD XI
AND MSK 3
DCA XI
TAD X2
AND MSK 3
DCA X2
TAD X 1
CIA
TAD X2
SMA CLA
JMP DF5
TAD XI
DCA HOLD
TAD X2
DCA X 1
TAD HOLD
DCA X2
TAD Y 1
CIA
TAD Y 2
SMA CLA
JMP DF6
TAD Y 1
DCA H OL D
TAD Y 2
DCA Y 1
TAD HOLD
DCA Y 2
TAD Y 1
CIA
TAD Y 2
JMS ROT
DCA HOLD
TAD Y 2
TAD HOLD
DCA Y 2
TAD HOLD
CIA
TAD Y 1
/DELAY.
/LAST WIRE REACHED ?
/NO - UPDATE X DAC.
/YES - STORE POSITION CODE. 
/LOSE 1ST 2
/BITS OF ALL POSN. CODES. 
/XI < X2 ?
/NO*
/YES - EXCHANGE XI & X2. 
/
/Y 1 > Y2 ?
/NO.
/YES - E-XCHANGE Y1 & Y2.
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DCA Y 1 
T.AD XI 
CIA 
‘ .TAD X2
JMS ROT 
DCA HOLD 
TAD- X2 
TAD HOLD 
DCA X2 
TAD HOLD 
CIA
TAD XI 
DCA XI 
JMP I DEF
ROT* 0000
RAR CLL • 
RAR CLL. 
RAR CLL 
RAR CLL 
JMP I ROT
PAUSE
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/BEAM POSITION PROGRAMME TAPE 
*0020
PDEE; DEE
XI 9 0000
Y b 0000
PBX ; BX
PRNMB; RNMB
PBY ; BY
PBS; BS
PRSPD; RSPD
SC; 0000
X2; ' 0000
PERRX; ERRX
FUEL, DEL
Y2; 0000
PERRY ; ERRY
LST; 1000
LP; 0000
NC; 7 7 67
CNT; 0000
MSK 1 ; 0017
SAV; 0000
MG R ; 7563 .
K1 0 ; 00 12
K2 60; 02 60
TEMP; 0000
M2 61 ; 7517
M2 7 1 ; 7 507
ST 1 ; 1020
LL1 ; 7767
SPD; 0000
M A, 7 77 4
SPCT; . 0000
MSK 2; 0007
TS1 ; 0000
M2 6 v0 , 7 520
M2 67, 7511
CHK; 0000 . '
Zl; 1000
BE; 0001
CL; 0000
TE; 0012 .
MSK 3; 177 7
HOLD; 0000
MD; 7735
READ; 0000
KSF
JMP .“ 1
KRB
JMP I READ
173 -
WRI TE, 
ECH 0* 
CRLFj 
CR,
LF, r 
*1000
* 1 0 2 0
0000
TSF
JMP .-1 
TLS
CLA CLL 
JMP I WRITE 
000.0
DCA HOLD 
TAD HOLD 
JMS WRITE 
TAD HOLD 
JMP I ECHO 
0000 
TAD CR 
JMS WRITE 
TAD LF 
JMS WRITE 
JMP I CRLF 
021 5 
0212
02-40 
0 320 
0317 
0323 
031 6 
0256
02 40 
0272 
0240 
0240
0323 
0 320- 
0305 
0 30 5 
0304 
02 40 
027 7 
0240 
0240 
02 40. 
02 40
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BEAM FOCUS CHECK
This programme was used to investigate the variation of the 
ion beam focus, at the centre and comers of the wire grid, with 
the beam scan rate*
The scan speeds used were preprogrammed along with the 
positions on the wire grid where the beam focus was measured,
A flow chart of the programme together with a source listing 
are shown on the following pages.
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Initialise 
Teletype and 
clear flag
Zero the DAC 
outputs
Zero current 
position X and 
Y registers'
D>
Set X and Y
position
registers
Find Y wire 
number 1
Find X wire 
number 1
Find X wire 
number 2
Printout X 
DAC code
Find X wire 
number 9
Printout X 
DAC code
Find X wire 
number 10
Find X wire 
number 9
V
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Y
Printout X 
DAC code
Find X wire 
number 2
Printout X 
DAC code
Output newline 
on the teletype
Flag set ? 
Yes
No
Find Y wire 
number 5
Find X wire 
number 4
Find X wire 
number 5
Printout X 
DAC code
Find X wire 
number 6
Find X wire 
number 5
Printout X 
DAC code
Set flag
Find Y wire 
number 10
Clear flag
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/BEAM FOCUS .CHECK TAPE 1 
*0200
BEG IN* CLA CLL
KCC 
TLS 
TAD Z1 
6551 
6556
DCA OPX ' 
TAD OPX 
DCA OPV 
DCA XP 
DCA YP 
DCA FLAG
/SET DAC ZERO POI NT
/SET OUTPUT REGISTERS
/SET BEAM POSN REG.'S
LI* . CMA
JMS I PFNDY 
L2* CM A
/FIND Y WIRE NUMBER 1
JMS I PFNDX /FIND X WIRE NUMBER 1.
TAD K2
CMA
TAD K9 •
CMA
JMS I PFNDX.. /FIND X WIRE NUMBER 9.
TAD OPX
JMS I POUT /OUTPUT X DAC CODE.
TAD K 10 
CMA
JMS I PFNDX /FIND X WIRE NUMBER 10.
TAD K9
CMA
JMS I PFNDX /FIND X WIRE NUMBER 9.
TAD OPX
JMS I POUT /OUTPUT X DAC CODE.
TAD K 2 
CMA
JMS I PFNDX /FIND X WIRE NUMBER 2.
TAD OPX
JMS I POUT /OUTPUT X DAC CODE.
JMS CRLF /OUTPUT CR. + LF.,
TAD FLAG /FLAG SET ?
SZA CLA 
JMP L 3
ISZ FLAG /NO - SET FLAG.
TAD K 10 
CMA
JMS I PFNDY /FIND Y WIRE NUMBER 10.
JMP L2
JMS I PFND* 
TAD OPX 
JMS I POUT
/FIND X WIRE NUMBER 2
/OUTPUT
/X DAC CODE.
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L3> JMS CRLF 
TAD K 5
CMA
JMS I PFNDY 
TAD K 4
/FIND Y
CMA
JMS I PFNDX /FIND X
TAD K 5
CMA *
JMS I PFNDX 
TAD OPX
/FIND X
JMS I POUT /OUTPUT
TAD K 6 
CMA
JMS I PFNDX 
TAD K 5
/FIND X
CMA
JMS I PFNDX /FIND X
TAD OPX
JMS I POUT /OUTPUT
JMS CRLF
JMS CRLF 
DCA FLAG
JMP LI
K2> 0002 '
K4.» 000 4
K5j 000-5
KG> 0006
K9 > 0011
K 1 0 j
PAUSE
0012.
WIRE NUMBER 5.
WIRE NUMBER 4.
WIRE NUMBER 5. 
X DAC CODE.
WIRE NUMBER 6
WIRE NUMBER 5. 
X DAC CODE. •
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/BEAM 
*0 400 
FNDX#
FX1#
FX2#
FNDV#
FY 1 # 
FY2#
TMP#
UP#
FOCUS CHECK TAPE 2
0000 
6602 
DCA TMP 
TAD TMP 
CIA
TAD XP 
SMA CLA 
JMP F X 1 
CMA
DCA UP 
JMP FX2 
• I AC 
DCA UP 
TAD OPX 
TAD UP 
6556 
JMS DEL 
6601
JMP FX2+1 
DCA OPX 
TAD TMP 
DCA XP 
JMP I FNDX 
0000 
6612 
DCA TMP 
TAD TMP 
CIA
TAD YP . 
SMA CLA 
JMP F Y 1 
CMA
DCA UP 
JMP FY2 
I AC
DCA UP 
TAD OPY 
TAD UP 
6551
JMS DEL 
6611
JMP FY2+1. 
DCA OPY 
TAD TMP 
DCA YP 
JMP I FNDY 
0000 
0000
/LOAD X C O M PARATOR• 
/STORE
/INCREMENT OR DECREMENT ? 
/INCREMENT
/DECREMENT - SET UPDATE = - 1•
/SET UPDATE = +1.
/GET X OUTPUT REG. 
/UPDATE.
/LOAD X DAC- '
/DELAY.
/REACHED WIRE ?
/NO - CARRY ON 
/YES - STORE NEW VALUE 
/UPDATE X POSN. REG-
/RETURN
/FIND Y WIRE.
/LOAD Y COMPARATOR. 
/STORE.
/INCREMENT OR DECREMENT ? 
/INCREMENT.
/DECREMENT - SET UPDATE = -1-
/SET UPDATE = +1
/GET Y OUTPUT REG. 
/UPDATE. .
/LOAD Y DAC.
/DELAY.
/REACHED WIRE ?
/ Y E S 1- STORE NEW VALUE 
/UPDATE Y POSN. REG-
/RETURN.
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DEL* 0000
DGA SAV '
• OSR
DCA SPD
I SZ SPD
JMP .-1
TAD SAV
JMP I DEL
SPD ^ 0000 .
SAV* . 0000 '
OUT* 0000
DCA SAV
TAD SAV
RTL
RTL
CLL
AND MSK
TAD K260
JMS WRI TE
• TAD SAV
RTR. 
RTR 
. RTR
AND M SK
TAD K2 60
JMS WRI TE
TAD SAV
RTR
RAR
AND MSK
TAD K260
JMS WRI TE
TAD SAV
AND' MSK
TAD K 2 60
JMS WRI TE
TAD SP
JMS WRI TE
JMP I OUT
MSK j . 0007
K2 60* 0260
SP* 0240
PAUSE
/DELAY
/OUTPUT
ROUT I N-E •
ROUTINE
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/BEAM FOCUS CHECK TAPE 3- 
*0020
WRI TE* 0000
TSF
JMP .-1
TLS
CLA CLL 
JMP I WRITE
CRL F # 0000 
TAD CR
JMS WRITE 
TAD LF 
JMS WRITE 
JMP I CRLF
CR# 0215
LF# 0212
x p # 0000
YP# 0000
OPX# 0000
OPY# 0000
ZI.j 1000
FLAG# 0000
PFNDX# FNDX
PFNDY# ' FNDY
POUT#
$
OUT-
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This programme was used to generate a simulated pattern on a 
visual display unit (v.d.u.) under control of the operator*
The picture on the v.d.u. showed the 100 crossing points of 
the wire grid along with a mark to show the position of the beam,
A pattern could be generated in straight lines only and represented by 
solid lines on the v.d.u. screen and beam jumps shown by omitting 
the solid lines.
When the operator was satisfied with the pattern created the 
programme would punch out a paper tape which could be fed into the 
beam movement programme to actually cause it to *draw* the 
required pattern on the wire grid with the ion beam.
A flow chart of the programme together with a source listing 
are shown on the following pages.
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Initialise 
teletype and 
clear jump flag
Initialise 
pattern list 
pointer
Initialise 
beam position'
registers
Draw grid on 
the v*d#u#
YesPattern list 
empty
No
Draw pattern
Draw beam 
position
No Input from 
teletype
Yes
Read character
Yes Set jump flagGharacter ~ J
No
Character = R- 
No
Character = L- 
No
3
Yes
Yes
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YesCharacter = U
No
YesCharacter = D
No
YesCharacter = E
No
NoCharacter = P
Yes
Punch out 
pattern list
YesPattern list 
empty
No
Decrement list 
pointer
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I
Beam at edge*
of grid
No
Jump flag set 
Yes 
Add jump Bit
Set change
code (+X)
Reinitialise 
beam position
Store code in 
pattern list
Update list 
pointer
Clear jump flag 
<----------
Yes
No
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T
Beam at edge-
of grid
No
Jump flag set 
Yes 
Add jump bit
*4*
Set change
code (-X)
Reinitialise 
beam position
Store code in 
pattern list
Update list 
pointer
Clear jump flag
< 1     ■
V
Yes
No
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I
Beam at edge-
of grid
' No
Jump flag set' 
Yes
Add jump bit
Set change 
code (+Y)
Reinitialise 
beam position
Store code in 
pattern list
Update list 
pointer
Clear jump flag
V
Yes
No
~ 188 -
I YesBeam at edge-
of grid
' No
Jump flag set 
Yes
Add jump bit
4-----  —
Set change 
code (-Y)
i
Reinitialise 
beam position
Store code in 
pattern list
Update list 
pointer
Clear jump flag
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/BEAM PATTERN GENERATI
*0200
REG IN> CLA CLL 
KCC 
TLS 
TAD SI 
DCA PI 
DCA JF 
DCA EF 
TAD X IN'
DCA BX 
TAD YIN 
DCA BY
L b  JMS I PGHTD
TAD PI 
CIA 
TAD SI 
SEA CLA 
JMS I PPATT 
JMS I PBEAM 
KSF
JMP LI
KRB
CIA
DCA CHK 
TAD CHK 
TAD KJ 
SNA CLA 
JMP LP 
TAD CHK 
TAD KR 
. SNA CLA 
JMP L 3 
TAD CHK 
TAD KL 
SNA CLA 
JMP LA 
TAD CHK 
TAD KU
SNA CLA. '
JMP L 5 
TAD CHK 
TAD KD 
SNA CLA 
JMP L 6 
TAD CHK 
TAD K E '
SNA CLA 
JMP L7
ON TAPE 1
/INITIALISE
/TTY.
/INIT. PATTERN 
/LIST POINTER. 
/CLEAR JUMP FLAG* 
/CLEAR ERROR FLAG. 
/INITIALISE
/BEAM POSN.
/DRAW GRID.' 
/PATTERN 
/LIST 
/EMPTY ?
/NO DRAW PATTERN 
/YES - DRAW BEAM. 
/CHAR AT TTY ?
/NO.
/YES “ READ CHAR.
/INVERT
/STORE.
/CHAR = J ?
/YES
/NO - CHAR 
/= R ?
/YES.
/NO - CHAR 
/= L ?
./YES
/NO - CHAR 
/= U ?
/YES*
/NO - CHAR .
/= D ?
/YES.
/NO ~ CHAR 
/= E ?
/YES.
- 1 9 0  -
TAD CHK /NO - ChAR
TAD KP /= P ?
SNA CLA
JMS I PPNCH /YES - PUNCH OL'T PATTERN LIS
JMP LI /NO - CHAR NOT ACCEPTABLE.
L2* ISZ JF /SET JUMP FLAG.
JMP L 1
L3> TAD X 1 /BEAM AT '
CIA *
TAD BX /EDGE OF GRID ?
SNA CLA
JMP LI /YES - IGNORE MOVE.
TAD JF /NO - JUMP FLAG SET ? .
SZA CLA
I AC /YES.
DCA PC /NO.
STL RTR 
TAD PC 
DCA PC
TAD XS /RESET BEAM POSITION.
CMA
TAD BX 
DCA BX 
JMP L8
L4, TAD X2 /BEAM AT
CIA
TAD BX /EDGE OF GRID ?
SNA CLA
JMP LI /YES - IGNORE MOVE.
TAD JF /NO JUMP FLAG SET ?
SZA CLA
I AC /YES.
DCA PC /NO.
TAD XS /RESET BEAM
TAD BX
DCA BX /POSI TION.
JMP L8 
L5> TAD Y2
CIA
TAD BY
SNA CLA .
JMP LI •
TAD JF 
SZA CLA 
I AC
DCA PC 
STL RAR
TAD PC ’
DCA PC 
TAD YS
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TAD BY
DCA BY
JMP L8
TAD Y 1
CIA
TAD BY
SNA CLA
JMP LI
TAD JF
S/A CLA
I AC
DCA PC
STL RAR
STL RAR
TAD PC
DCA PC
TAD YS
CIA
TAD BY
DCA BY
JMP L8
TAD PI
CIA
TAD SI
SNA CLA
JMP LI
CMA
TAD PI
DCA PI
I SZ EF
JMP LI
PAUSE
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/PATTERN LIST 
/EMPTY ?
/YES - IGNORE COMMAND. 
/NO - DECREMENT 
/PATTERN LIST 
/POINTER.
/BEAM 
*0 400 
PATT*
PT1 \>
PT\j
P12>
PT3>
P16j
PATTERN GENERATION TAPE 2*
0000 /PATTERN WRITING.
TAD SI /INITIALISE
DCA P2 /LIST POINTER.
TAD XI /INITI ALISE
6556 /X DAC
DCA OPX . /I OUTPUT REG.
TAD Y 1 /INITIALISE
6551 /Y DAC
DCA OPY ■/& OUTPUT REG*
TAD I P2 /GET POSN . CODE.
SMA /X OR Y ?
JMP PT4 /X.
PAL /Y DIRECTION -UP OR DOWN
SMA CLA
JMP PT2 /UP-
TAD I P2 /DOWN - GET POSN. CODE.
AND MSK /RETAIN LAST BIT
SNA CLA /JUMP ?
JMP PT1 /NO.
TAD YS /YES - OUTPUT
CIA
TAD OPY
655.1 /NEW Y POSN.
DCA OPY
JMP PT10
CM A /DOWNWARD LINE - SET
DCA UP /UPDATE = - 1.
JMP PT6 /DRAW LINE.
TAD I P2 /GET POSN CODE- .
AND MSK /RETAIN LAST BIT.
SNA CLA /JUMP ?
-JMP PT3 /NO.
TAD YS /YES - OUTPUT.
TAD OPY
6551 /NEW Y POSN. *
DCA OPY
JMP FT 10
I AC /UPWARD LI NE ■- SET
DCA UP /UPDATE = +1.
TAD YS /SET
CIA /LINE
DCA CNT /LENGTH.
TAD OPY /DRAW
TAD UP
6551
ISZ CNT
JMP .-3
DCA OPY /LINE.
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JMP PT10
PT4> RAL
SMA CLA
JMP 'PT7
TAD- I P2
AND MSK
SNA CLA
JMP PT5
TAD XS
CIA
TAD OPX
6556
DCA OPX
JMP PT1 0
PT5.» ' CM A
DCA UP
JMP PT9
PT7 > TAD I P2
AND MSK
SNA CLA
JMP PT8
TAD XS
TAD OPX
6556 ■
DCA OPX
JMP' PT1 0
PT8 > I AC
■ DCA UP
PT9 > TAD
CIA
XS
DCA CNT
TAD OPX
TAD UP .
6556
ISZ CNT
JMP .-3
DCA OPX
PT1 0* I SZ P2 .
TAD P2
CIA
TAD PI
SNA CLA
JMP • + 2
JMP PT1 1
TAD EF
SNA CLA
JMP I PATT
DCA EF
TAD OPY
DCA BY
TAD OPX
DCA BX
JMP I PATT
P2.» 0000
MSK * • 000 1
UP* 0000
CNT* 0000
PAUSE
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/X DIRECTION - 
/RIGHT OR LEFT ?
/LEF T.
/RIGHT - GET POSN. CODE 
/RETAIN LAST PI T •
/JUMP ?
/NO.
/YES - OUTPUT
/NEW X POSN.
/RIGHT LI NE - SET 
/UPDATE = -1
/GET POSN. CODE. 
/RETAIN LAST. BI T.
/NOT JUMP.
/JUMP - OUTPUT
/NEW X POSN.
/LEFT L I N E —  SET
/UPDATE = +1.
/SET
/LINE
/LENGTH.
/DRAW
/LINE
/UPDATE LIST POINTER. " 
/PATTERN.
/DRAWN ?
/YES. '
/NO - CONTINUE.
/ERROR FLAG SET ?
/NO ~ RETURN.
/YES - CLEAR ERROR FLAG 
/RESET
/BEAM POSITION 
/RET URN.
/BEAM PATTERN GENERATION TAPE 3 
*0 600
TAD BX
DCA XP ■
TAD MLL 
TAD BY
DCA YP /MARKER ORIGIN.
TAD SL /SET UP
DCA CSL /MARKER SIZE.:
TAD XP /DRAW
I AC
6556
I SZ C SL
JMP .-3
DCA XP /ONE SI DE.
TAD SL /SET UP
DCA CSL /MARKER SIZE.
TAD YP /DRAW
I AC 
6551 .
I SZ CSL 
JMP .-3
DCA YP /ONE SIDE.
TAD SL /SET UP
DCA CSL- /MARKER SIZE. '
TAD XP /DRAW
TAD Ml 
655 6 
ISZ CSL 
JMP . - 3
CLA CLL *
TAD SL : /ONE SIDE.
DCA CSL /SET UP MARKER SIZE*
TAD YP /FINISH
TAD Ml ,
6551 
ISZ CSL 
JMP .-3*
CLA CLL / M A R K E R •
BEAM* 0000
TAD MLL
/BEAM POSITION MARKER 
/SET UP.
JMP I BEAM
MLL*
XP*
YP*
SL*
CSL*
7 7 64 
0000 
0000 
7 7 50 
0 000 
0000GRI D*
TAD M 10 
DCA CNT2
/GRID PATTERN GENERATOR 
/SET NUMBER '
/OF LINES-
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TAD X IN ■
LA3^ . 6-556
PCA OPX
TAD M 10
DCA CNT 1
TAD YIN
TAD DS
LA \ > 6551
DCA OPY
JMS YDSH
I SZ CNT 1
JMP . + 2
JMP LA2
TAD OPY
TAD YS
• JMP LAI
LA 2* ISZ CNT2
JMP .+2
JMP LA4
TAD OPX
TAD XS
JMP L A3
LA Ay TAD M 10
DCA CNT2
TAD YIN
LA7 r 6551
DCA OPY
TAD M 1 0
DCA CNT 1
TAD X IN
TAD DS
LA5* 6556
DCA OPX
JMS XDSH
I SZ CNT 1
JMP • + 2 .
JMP LA6
TAD OPX
TAD XS
JMP LA5
LA 6^ I SZ CNT2
JMP .+2
JMP LAS'
TAD OPY .
TAD YS
JMP LA7
LAS ^ CLA CLL
JMP I GRID
MIC, 7766
CN T 2.» 0000
/SET
/X
/DAC
/SET NUMBER 
/OF DASHES 
/SET 
/V
/DAC.
/DRAW Y DASH.
/10 DASHES DRAWN ?
/NO.
/YES.
/UPDATE 
/Y OUTPUT
/10 LINES DRAWN ?
/NO.
/YES.
/UPDATE 
/X OUTPUT.
/SET NUMBER OF DASHES* 
/SET Y DAC..
/SET NUMBER OF DASHES* 
/SET X DAC.
/DRAW X DASH.
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CNT1*
US* . 
YDSH*
XDSH*
TA*.
SA*
PAUSE
0000 
7764 
•0000 
TAD SA 
DCA TA 
TAD OPY 
I AC 
6551 
ISZ TA 
JMP .-3 
CLA CLL 
JMP I YDSH 
0000 
TAD SA 
DCA TA 
TAD'OPX 
I AC 
6556 
ISZ TA 
JMP .-3 
CLA CLL 
JMP I XDSH 
0000 
7 7 50
/DRAW
/DRAW
DASH
DASH
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/BEAM PATTERN GENERATION TAPE 4. 
*1000
PNCH * 0000 /PUNCH OUT LIST.
JMS LT /OUTPUT LEADER.
TAD SI /INITIALISE LI ST
DCA P3 /POINTER.
PNl* TAD I P3 /GET POSN. CODE.
RTR CLL /SHIFT 6 PLACES
RTR CLL
RTR CLL /RI GHT.
AND MSK 1 •/RETAIN LAST 6 BITS*
JMS WRITE /OUTPUT.
TAD I P3 /GET POSN CODE.
AND MSK 1 /RETAIN LAST 6 BITS*
JMS WRITE /OUTPUT-
I SZ P3 /UPDATE LIST POINTER.
TAD P3 /ALL CODES OUTPUT ?
CIA
TAD PI • >
SZA CLA
J M P •PN1 /NO - CARRY ON
JMS LT /YES - OUTPUT TRAILER.
JMP I PNCH /RETURN.
P3> 0000
MSK 1 > 00 7 7
LT* 0000 
TAD S2 
DCA T2 
TAD LTC 
JMS WRITE 
I SZ T2 
JMP .-3 
JMP I LT
/LEADER - TRAILER GENERATI
LTCj 0 300 '
S2> 7700
12. > 0000
PAUSE
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/BEAM PATTERN GENERATION TAPE 5 
*0020 ■
L8, TAD PC
DCA I PI 
ISZ PI
DCA JF
JMP I .+1
LI
PI* 0000
JF., 0000
BX, 0000
BY , 0000
SI , 1200
XI N, 0062
y i n / 0062
OIK , 0000
KJ, 0312
KR, 0322
KL, 0314
KU,. 0325-
KD, 0304
KE, 0305-
KP, 0 320
PC, 0000
X b 00 62
XS, 01 44
Y1 , 0062
YS> 01 44
Y2, 166 6
X2, 1 666
PGRI D, GRI D
PPATT> PATT
PBEAM, BEAM
PPNCH, PNCH
Ml, 7777
OPX, ' 0000
OPY , 0000
EF, 0000.
WRI TE, 0000
TSF
JMP .-1
TLS
CLA CLL
$
JMP I WRI
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This programme was used to draw a pattern on . the wire grid.
The required pattern could be input from a previously prepared 
paper tape, see the pattern generation programme, or directly from 
the teletype keyboard*
A flow chart of the programme together with a source listing 
are shown on the following pages.
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Initialise
Teletype
Find limits 
of wire grid
Initialise 
pattern list 
pointer
Clear jump 
flag
Initialise 
X and Y 
position 
registers
Set X and Y 
comparators 
for wire 1
Set beam to 
corner of grid
Any entries in 
' pattern list
Yes-
>  Draw pattern
Character from' 
teletype
Yes
Character - M 
No
Character = U 
No
No
No
Yes
Read pattern 
from paper tape
Yes
$ >
Yes
Character = D
No
Yes
Character = R
No
Yes
Character =
No
Yes
Character = J
No
Yes
Character = E
No
Yes Set jump 
flag
Pattern list 
empty
No
Decrement 
pattern list 
pointer
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-r. YesBeam at edge-------
of grid 
' No
Enter new Y 
position (+Y) 
into pattern list
Increment 
current Y 
position
Jump flag set -.
Yes
Add jump code 
to list entry
Clear jump flag
Update list 
pointer
V
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T
■d ' + a YesBeam at edge—  —
of grid 
No
Enter new Y 
position (-Y) 
into pattern list
Decrement 
current Y 
position
Jump flag set —  — ■
Yes
Add jump code 
to list entry
Clear jump flag
Update list pointer
V
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T YesBeam at edge------
of grid
No
Enter new X 
position (+X) 
into pattern list
Increment 
current X 
position
Jump flag set 
Yes
Add jump code 
to list entry
Clear jump flag
No
h
Update list pointer
w
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T
Beam at edge----
of grid
'No
Enter new X 
position (->-X) 
into pattern list
Decrement 
current X 
position
Jump flag set 
Yes
Add jump code 
to list entry
Clear jump flag
No
Update list pointer 
<   ■' " ■' ■
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/BEAM MOVEMENT TAPE 1. 
* 0200 . • ' 
BEGIN* CLA CLL 
KCC 
TLS
JMS I PDEF 
TAD SI 
DCA PI 
DCA JF 
1 AC
DCA XP 
I AC
DCA VP 
• I AC 
CM A •
6602 
6612 
L9, TAD XI
AND MSK 1 
6556 
DCA OPX 
TAD Y 1 
AND MSK1 
6551 
DCA OPY 
LI, ’ JMS I PPATT 
KSF
JMP L9
KRB
CIA
DCA CHK 
TAD CHK 
TAD KM 
SNA CLA 
JMS I PTAPE 
TAD CHK 
TAD KU 
SNA CLA 
JMP L3 ’
TAD CHK 
TAD KD 
SNA CLA 
JMP LA 
TAD CHK 
TAD K R •
SNA CLA 
JMP L5 
TAD CHK 
I AD KL .
SNA CLA
/DEFINE. GRID SIZE* 
/I NIT* START 
/OF PATTERN LIST* 
/CLEAR JUMP FLAG* 
/INITIALISE 
/X POSI TI ON* 
/INITIALISE 
/Y POSITION.
/INITIALISE
/
/COMPARATORS*
/SET OUTPUT.
/REGISTEPS TO 
/EDGE OF
/GRID*
/DRAW PATTERN. 
/CHAR FROM TTY ? 
/NO*
/YES - READ CHAR*
/INVERT £ STORE * 
/CHAR = M ?
/YES ~ READ INPUT TAPE. 
/NO - CHAR = U ?
/YES-
/NO - CHAR - I) ?
/YES.
/NO - CHAR' = R ?
/YES.
/NO - CHAR = L ?
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L 2 j
L3j
L.4*
L5*
JMP L 6 * /yh:s .
TAD CHK /NO - CHAH = J ?
. TAD KJ 
SNA CLA *
■ JMP. L2 /YES.
TAD CHK /NO - CHAR = E ?
TAD KE •
SZA CLA
JMP LI /NO 7 CHAR INVALID* 'IGNORE
TAD PI /YES - LI ST
Cl A /
TAD SI /EMPTY ?
SNA CLA
JMP LI /YES - IGNORE COMMAND.
CMA /NO - DECREMENT
TAD PI /LI ST . '
DCA PI /POINTER.
JMP LI
ISZ JF /SET JUMP FLAG
JMP LI ,
TAD YP /Y POSN
TAD M 10 /= 10 ?
SNA CLA
JMP LI /YES - IGNORE UP COMMAND*
TAD YP /NO - PUT
I AC /NEW Y
TAD YC /POSITION
DCA I PI /IN LIST.
ISZ YP /UPDATE CURRENT Y POSITION
JMP L7
CMA /Y POSITION = 1 ?
TAD YP 
SNA CLA 
JMP L 1
CMA /NO - UPDATE
TAD YP /CURRENT
DCA' YP / Y POSITION.
TAD YP /PUT NEW Y * ’
TAD YC /POSI TI ON
DCA I PI /IN LIST.-
JMP L7
TAD XP
TAD M 10
SNA CLA - •
JMP LI 
TAD XP 
I AC
DCA I PI 
I SZ XP 
JMP L7
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LA j CM A
TAD XP
SNA CLA
JMP LI
CM A
TAD XP
DCA XP
TAD XP
DCA I PI
L7 9 TAD JF.
SNA CLA
JMP L8
TAD I PI
TAD JC
DCA I PI
DCA JF
L8> ISZ PI
JMP LI
KM* 0315
KLL 0 32 5
KD*’ 0 30 4
KR.» 0322
KLj 031 4
KJ* 0312
KEj 030 5
PAUSE '
/JUMP FLAG SET ?
/NO.
/YES - ADD JUMP CODE 
/TO POSITION
/CODE.
/CLEAR JUMP FLAG. 
/UPDATE LIST POINTER.
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/BEAM
*0 4 0 0
PAT 1*
PT9 > .
PT1 >
PT2 *
PT3 ^ 
PI A j
MOVEMENT TAPE.
0000
I AC
DCA 0/
1 AC
DCA O.Y
TAD SI
CIA
TAD PI
SNA CLA
JMP I PATT
TAD SI
DCA P2
TAD I P2
RAL
SMA CLA
JMP PT1
TAD FAST
DCA SPD
■ JMP PT 2
TAD SLOW
DCA SPD
TAD I P2
SMA
JMP PT 5
AND M SK
Cl A
TAD OY
SMA CLA
JMP P T 3
I AC
DCA UP
JMP •PT4 •
CM A
. DCA UP
TAD I P2
AND MSK
CM A
6612
CM A
DCA OY
TAD OPY
TAD UP
6551
JMS DEL
6 6 1 1
JMP . - 4
DCA OPY
JMP. P'I8
/PATTERN GENERATION ROUTINE* 
/INITIALISE 
/
/
/POSITION R E G •'S*
/LIST
/
/EMPTY ?
/YES ~ RETURN. '
/NO - INITIALISE 
/POINTER 2.
/GET POSN. CODE.
/JUMP ?
/NO.
/YES - SET 
/FAST SPEED.
/SET SLOW 
/SPEED.
/GET POSN. CODE.
/A OR Y DIRECTION ?
/A DIRECTION.
/ A DIRECTION -• RETAIN LAST 
/UP OR DOWN ?
/DOWN
/UP - SET UPDATE 
/= + 1 •
/SET UPDATE ;
/= - 1 .
/GET POSN. CODE. '
/RETAIN LAST A BITS.
/LOAD Y COMPARATOR.
/STORE NEW POSN.
/UPDATE OUTPUT 
/REGISTER.
/LOAD Y DAC.
/DELAY.
/REACHED DF. SIRED POSN. .?
/NO - CONTINUE.
/YES - STORE P0SN.
BITS-
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PT5* AND
CIA-
N SK
TAD OX .
SMA CLA
JMP PT6
I AC
DCA UP
JMP PT7
PT 6 * CM A
DCA UP
PT 7* TAD I P2
AND MSK
CMA
6602
CMA
DCA OX
TAD OPX
TAD UP
6556
JMS DEL
660 1
JMP .-A
DCA OPX
PT8* I SZ P2
TAD P2
CIA
TAD PI
SZA CLA
JMP PT9'
JMP I PATT
M2* 777 6
P2* 0 000
FAST* 7 7 00
SLOW* 0000
SPD* 0000
MSK* 00 17
OY* 0000
CX* 0000
UP* 0000
DEL* 0000
DCA SAV '
I SZ SPD
JMP . - 1
CLA CLL
TAD SAV
JMP I DEL
SAV* 0000
PAUSE
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/X DIPECl I ON - RETAIN LAST 4
/LEFT OR RIGHT ?
/RIGHT.
/LEFT - SET 
/UPDATE = +1.
/RIGHT - SET UPDATE 
/= - 1.
/GET POSN. CODE.
/RETAIN LAST A BITS.
/LOAD X COMPARATOR.
/STORE NEW POSN.
/UPDATE OUTPUT 
/REGISTEP*
/LOAD X DAC*
/REACHED DESIRED POSN ?
/NO - CONTINUE.
/YES - STORE POSITION. 
'./UPDATE POINTER 2.
/REACHED 
/AND OF 
/LIST ?
/NO - CONTINUE WITH PATTERN. 
/YES - RETURN.
/DELAY ROUTINE.
BI TS.
/BEAM MOVEMENT TAPE 3»
*0 60.0 •
DEF* 0000 /DEFINE GRID SIZE.
TAD Z1 /GET BEAM ZERO POSITION.
6556 /LAOD X DAC.
CLA CLL
TAD BE /GET FIRST WIRE POSITION.
CMA
6612 ’ /LOAD Y COMPARATOR.
CLA CLL 
DF1 * I AC
6551 /LOAD Y DAC.
I SZ DL /DELAY
JMP .-1
6611 /I ST WIRE REACHED ?
JMP DF1 /NO - UPDATE Y DAC.
DCA Y 1 /YES - STORE POSITION CODE
TAD TE /GET LAST WIRE POSITION.
CMA
6612 . /LOAD Y COMPARATOR.
CLA CLL
TAD Y 1 /GET LAST BEAM POSITION.,
DF2* . I AC /UPDATE.
6551 /LOAD Y. DAC. / -
I SZ DL /DELAY
JMP .-1
6611 /LAST WIRE REACHED ?
JMP DF2 /NO - UPDATE Y DAC.
DCA Y2 /YES - STORE POSITION CODE
TAD Z1 /GET BEAM ZERO POSITION
6551 /LOAD Y DAC*
CLA CLL
TAD BE /GET 1 ST WI RE PO S I T I O N . .
CMA
6602 /LOAD X COMPARATOR.-
CLA CLL
DF3* I AC •
6556 /LOAD X DAC.
I SZ DL • : /D E L A Y .
JMP .- 1
6601 /I ST WIRE REACHED.
JMP DF3 /NO - UPDATE X DAC.
DCA XI /YES - STORE POSITION CODE
TAD TE /GET LAST WIRE POSITION.
CMA
6602 /LOAD X COMPARATOR.
CLA CLL
TAD XI /GET LAST BEAM P O S I T I O N .
DF 4* I AC /UPDATE.,
6556 /LOAD X DAC.
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DF5*
DF6*
I SZ DL
JM P .-1
6601
JMP DF A
DCA X 2
TAD Y 1
AND MSK 3
DCA Yl
TAD Y 2
AND M SK 3
DCA Y 2
TAD XI
AND , M SK 3
DCA XI
TAD X 2
AND MSK 3
DCA X2
TAD XI
CIA
TAD X2 •
SMA CLA
JMP DF5
TAD XI
DCA HOLD
TAD X 2
DCA X 1
TAD HOLD
DCA X2
TAD Yl .
CIA
TAD Y 2
SMA CLA
JMP . D F 6
TAD Y 1
DCA HOLD
TAD Y 2
DCA Y 1
TAD HOLD
DCA Y 2
TAD Yl
CIA
TAD Y 2
JMS ROT
DCA HOLD
TAD Y 2
TAD HOLD
DCA Y 2
CIA
TAD Yl
/DELAY.
/LAST WIRE REACHED ?
/NO - UPDATE X DAC.
/YES - STORE POSITION CODE. 
/LOSE 1ST 2
/BITS OF ALL POSN. CODES* 
/ X 1 < X2 ?
/NO.
/YES ~ EXCHANGE XI & X2. 
/
/Y 1 > Y2 ?
/NO.
/YES - EXCHANGE Yl'
TAD HOLD
Y2 •
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DCA Yl 
TAD. XI 
CIA
TAD X2 
JMS ROT
TAD X2 
TAD HOLD 
DCA X2 
TAD HOLD 
CIA 
TAD XI 
DCA XI 
JMP I DEF 
ROT* 0000
RAR CLL 
RAR CLL 
RAR CLL 
RAR CLL 
JMP I ROT
PAUSE
DCA HOLD
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/BEAM MOVEMENT TAPE A* 
*0020
PDEF * DEF
SI* 1200
PI* 0000
JF* 0000
XP* 0000
YP* 0000
XI* 0000
OPX* 0000
Yl* 0000
OPY* 0000'
PPATT* PATT
CHK* 0000
PTAPE* TAPE
Ml 0* 7766
YC* 4000
JC* 2000
Zl* 1 000
BE* 0001
DL* 0000
TE* 0012
X2* 0000
Y2* 0000
MSK 1 * 1 777
MSK 3* 1777
HOLD* 0000
*1000
TAPE* 0000 /READ INPUT TAPE.
CLA CLL
DCA ETF /CLEAR END OF TAPE FLAG.
TP 1 * JMS READ /READ CHAR FROM TAPE.
JMS TEST /TEST FOR LEADER TRAILER CODE*
RTL /TEST NEGATIVE - ROTATE
RTL
RTL ,/ACC- 6 PLACES LEFT*
AND MS K 2. ./RETAIN FIRST 6 BITS.
DCATE M l '  /STORE.
JMS READ /READ CHAR FROM TAPE.
JMS TEST -/TEST FOR LEADER TRA1 L E R ' C O D E .
TAD TEM1 /FORM ‘COMPLETE 12 BIT WORD - .
DCA I PI /STORE IN LIST
ISZ PI /UPDATE LIST POINTER.
ISZ ETF /SET END OF TAPE FLAG*
JMP TP 1 /READ REST OF TAPE.
TEST* 0000 /TEST FOR LEADER TRAILER CODE.
DCA TEM2 /STORE CHAR.
TAD TEM2 /RESTORE.
=0300)
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TT 1 > 
T72j
ETF j
MSK 2->
TEMl*
TEM2*.
LTC*
N2j
READ*
$
1 AD LTC /= LiL
SZA CLA
JMP TT1 /NO.
TAD ETF /YES
SNA CLA
JMP TT2 /NO.
JMP I .+1 /YES
LI
TAD TEM2 . /CHAR
JMP I TEST
TAD N2
TAD TEST
DCA TEST
JMP I TEST
0000
7700
0000
0000
7 500 .
7776
0000
KSF
JMP .-1
KRB
JMP I READ
DFR TRAILER CODE ?
END OF TAPE FLAG SET ?
ALL OF TAPE READ.
NOT LEADER TRAILER CODE.
V
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The following references were used extensively during the 
project and are refered to in the text*
1 * No author
Transistor Audio and Radio Circuits 
Milliard Ltd*
2* Persico Enrico et al*
Principles of Particle Accelerators 
New York WA Benjamin, 1968
3* Septier A.
Focusing of Charged Particles 
Academic Press* Yols. 1 & 2, 19^7
4. Dr* Collins I.E.
Lectures on Low Energy Ion Beam Technology
5* Grivet P*
Electron Optics 
Pergamon Press, 19&5
6* Enge H*A*
Ion Focusing Properties of a Three Element Quadrupole Lens System 
Review of Scientific Instruments, Yol* 32» No* 6, June 1961
7* Cosslett V.E*
Introduction to Electron Optics
8, Enge H.A*
Ion Focusing Properties of a Quadrupole Lens Pair
Review of Scientific Instruments, Vol. 30» No* 4> April 1959
9* Sturrock D*A.
Static and Dynamic Electron Optics
10. Pierce T.B. et al*
The Microanalysis of Surfaces by Scanning with Charged Particle 
Beams
Nuclear Instruments and Methods, Vol. 67, 19^9
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11. Drummond I.W. and Long J.V.P.
Scanning Electron Microscopy and Ion Beam Micro-machining 
Nature, Vol. 215,*August 26 1967
12. .Whitten M.R.
Secondary Electron Emission .
Methods of Experimental Physics, Vol. IV, 1952, Academic Press
15. Carter G. and Colligon 
Ion Bombardment of Solids 
Heinemann, 1968
14. Cohen J. and Oosterling J.
Operational Amplifiers III 
Electronic Applications, Vol. 27, No. 4
15* Eklund K.
TJse of Operational Amplifiers in Accelerator Beam Control 
Systems
Review of Scientific Instruments, Vol. 30, 1959
16. Clayton G.B.
Operational Amplifiers
Wireless World series, February 1969 to August 1969
17# Watson J,
An Introduction to Field Effect Transistors 
Siliconix Ltd.
18. No Author
Interfacing Circuitry for Use With TTL Systems 
Design Electronics, Vol. 7, No. 11, August 1970
19.. Scarlett J.A.
Transistor - Transistor Logic and its Interconnections 
Van Nostrand, Reinhold Marconi Series, 1972
20. Crowther G.O.
Reflection Phenomena When TTL Gates Are Connected to Long Lines
■ »
Electronic Equipment News, January 1970
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